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Chapter Six: Calhoun's Propositions of Human Nature in the Disquisition and the Natural Origin of Government and Society

In the previous two chapters we have begun to examine the extent to which Calhoun's theoretical assumptions coincided with the general tenor of Enlightenment thought. We have noted Calhoun's intention to establish his political theory on empirical foundations, thus identifying it with a critical feature of the Enlightenment style, though at the same time we have said that within the context of Southern proslavery argumentation, Calhoun's empirical pretensions are neither unusual nor out of place given the ideological pattern of the sectional conflict. It has been tentatively suggested that the empirical method was forced onto the proslavery South as a result of the virtual monopoly which the anti-slavery forces held on moral rhetoric; that is, the liberal ethos which dominated American thought and values provided the antislavery crusaders with a ready-made moral framework within which they could attack the institution. Moreover, so deep-seated was the liberal ideology - even within the South itself - that any attempt to fabricate an alternative moral system with which to justify slavery was unlikely to appeal even to Southerners, much less to its committed Northern opponents. The most aggressive defenders of slavery, therefore fell back on the empirical method as a means of evolving political ideas which had the weight of philosophical realism behind them. Their appeal was not to axiomatic, "self-evident" truths, but to the cold, hard facts of observed experience.

Viewed in this light, Calhoun's empirical style coincides
precisely with the philosophical techniques of proslavery thought and in this respect it should not be considered remarkable. What is remarkable, rather, is that the empirical way of thinking which formerly gave so great a boost to the development of enlightened values about man and his place in the scheme of things, should prove so readily adaptable to the defence of diametrically opposite values. There is a paradox involved here, but it is not the most obvious one; it is not that the proslavery should have couched its glorification of slavery in empirical terms, but that the original European Enlightenment of the eighteenth century should have derived its ethical precepts from a supposedly value-free theory of knowledge. Strictly speaking, those defenders of slavery - like Calhoun and Fitzhugh - who appealed to things as they are, were on firmer philosophical grounds, or at least demonstrated a greater sense of theoretical consistency, than the British and French social philosophers of the Enlightenment. Montesquieu, for example, next to Rousseau the most distinguished of Enlightenment political thinkers, attempted an empirical study of government and society, but could never quite liberate himself from his intuitively-held moral preconceptions. Even Locke, considered the empiricist par excellence, when it came to the theory of political practice, relied on knowledge which was self-evident, not empirical. This inconsistency, which we alluded to earlier in passing, so far from detracting from the potency of the Enlightenment's perspective of social theory, remains a distinctive feature of it; its significance, therefore, does not depend so much on its theoretical rigour as on its appeal as moral rhetoric.
Yet moral rhetoric is precisely the thing that the proslavery school lacks most. If there is one immediately identifiable feature of the Enlightenment style and its liberal ethos, it is the emphasis on the rights and dignity of man as a citizen—rights, moreover, which are self-evident, not scientifically demonstrable. Proslavery assumptions collide head-on with this cardinal tenet of liberalism: if slavery is morally justifiable in principle, it must be so outside liberal frames of reference because the liberal framework upheld a category of human rights which each person possessed by virtue of his individuality, and which were inalienable. If the argument that some people are, or ought to be, slaves is used, it must be justified in terms other than liberal ones. The problem that Calhoun and the proslavery school faced was that the liberal ideology was so deeply entrenched in their own minds that any attempt to break its hold called for almost superhuman qualities. Any moral argument that they marshalled to defend slavery had to accomplish the double task of smashing through their own liberal preconceptions, and then overcoming those of their opponents; in practice this meant that there was little hope of them evolving a moral argument sufficiently strong to achieve both aspects. Fitzhugh, who nearly succeeded in the one, by the same token placed himself beyond the pale of the other: the more completely he liberated himself from the tenets of liberal discourse, the less chance he had of being understood, or even heard, by his northern opponents. Most Southerners, lacking the categorical lucidity of Fitzhugh, turned their attention to undermining the basis of liberal ideology; if they could not evolve a decent moral argument within the
theoretical limits of liberalism, and if at the same time they could not transcend its domination of their thought-patterns, subversion was the only alternative open to them, and this was most conveniently accomplished through its epistemological assumptions. If one attacks, or even questions, the self-evidence of liberal assumptions, one is immediately absolved from engaging in argument the more concrete and appealing elements of its creed. Thus, for example, an attack on the existence of a presocial state of nature, of no great intrinsic value in itself, has crucial implications for the logic of Natural Rights theory. Abolish the state of nature and there remains no logical grounds for believing that the basis of society is contractual, nor that it implies the mutuality of rights and obligations binding on both individuals and governments. By a careful pricking of certain strategic points in the liberal infrastructure, the proslavery writers hoped to undermine the moral certainty of antislavery rhetoric. But such theoretical subversion could only be truly effective if they could manage to provide an alternative mode of viewing politics — of constructing political and constitutional formulae from known facts rather than from a priori precepts. Fitzhugh's repeated emphasis of this point testifies to the importance of the empirical method in the proslavery strategy. 4

If Calhoun's empiricism coincides with the style of proslavery argumentation, his religious ideas stand out as being quite incongruent with those of the mainstream defenders of slavery. Calhoun's concept of God as a passive Providence whose existence is manifested primarily through the regularities of Nature, is reminiscent more of the ideas of Voltaire and
the Enlightenment than it is of the Evangelical South. Not even the "Hobbesian lucidity"\(^5\) of Fitzhugh's mind extended to an abandonment of the literal interpretation of Scripture; indeed, Fitzhugh was able to extend the argument for slavery to whites as well as to blacks from a literal reading of Genesis, which he maintained, "expressly authorised" the practice.\(^6\) Calhoun's religious inclinations, however, were directed more towards Unitarianism which suited the analytic cast of his mind far more than the fervent "enthusiasm" of fundamentalist-evangelicalism. Consequently, Calhoun emphasises those aspects of religion which could be described as "natural" and which did not conflict with the use of man's reason. The existence of God was an unchallengeable assumption which Calhoun derived from man's recognition of the harmony of Nature, what in Christian theology was called the argument from Design. But by the same token, if it was man's reason that led him to perceive the intricate harmony of the universe, it followed that God's Providence was knowable to man primarily through the rational faculty. The authority of the Bible, therefore, was never as comprehensive or all-embracing for Calhoun as it was for Southern Evangelicals, including Fitzhugh. The most important consequence of this for the style of Calhoun's discourse is that he abandons a full-blooded biblical defence of slavery, in favour of an abstract treatise on government which includes God only as a first cause, and as a means of casting the veneer of legitimacy over his empirically-derived assumptions.

In both the area of philosophical method and religious thought, therefore, Calhoun displays tendencies which are
normally associated with the style of the Enlightenment, though as we have said, the empiricism which characterised his methodological approach was shared by other proslavery ideologists. It appears, then, that in these two areas at least, Calhoun's intellectual apparatus was shaped by assumptions which originally derived from the Enlightenment style. Yet if the notion of the "Reactionary Enlightenment" is to be a useful concept in explaining Calhoun's political theory, the Enlightenment features of it ought not to be stressed at the expense of the reactionary ones. In this chapter, therefore, we shall be examining Calhoun's ideas concerning human nature with a view to demonstrating that they contain premises which are implicitly inimical to the value-system of the Enlightenment. Moreover, taking account specifically of the theoretical postulates contained in the Disquisition, we shall suggest that the proslavery connotations which have been imputed to the theory are, in fact, more pervasive than have generally been thought. This might sound like another paradox, for few scholars will know the Disquisition as anything other than a proslavery text, despite Calhoun's omission of any mention of either race or slavery. The reason for this, which we touched on briefly in chapter one, is that scholarly opinion has tended to approach the Disquisition in the full knowledge that in his political career Calhoun stood forth as the slaveholder's champion; from this realisation, it has been only a short step to claiming that the Disquisition itself is simply another string to Calhoun's proslavery bow. In this chapter, I shall not seek to disagree with that conclusion, only to show precisely how Calhoun's fundamental assumptions and prem-
ises can be construed as a defence of slavery and as an attempt to enshrine the principle of inequality as the basis of political organisation. In order to demonstrate this claim it is necessary to examine closely Calhoun's views of human nature which are presented at the beginning of the *Disquisition* as two interconnected propositions. Although Calhoun evidently felt that both premises were intrinsic to his explanation of the origin of government and society, I shall argue that only one of them is really essential. I shall further argue that the superfluous one was added in order to provide a coherent rationalisation of political obligation which does not rely on Natural Rights because the existence of Natural Rights would be difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile with slavery.

If the argument of this chapter is a valid one, it provides the crucial connection which links Calhoun's reactionary premises with his Enlightened ones, and thus gives the concept of the "Reactionary Enlightenment" some vitality as an explanation of his political ideas. I do not mean to suggest, however, that Calhoun's theory of human nature (if it can be called a theory) is wholly reactionary and bears no resemblance to Enlightenment concepts; on the contrary, in his attempt to be scientific, Calhoun brings to the discussion of human nature a sense of systematisation which is entirely consistent with the Enlightenment spirit. What is important to grasp is that Calhoun is using the same method as the philosophers, but with the intention of defending different values. Peter Gay has made the point that the political theory of the Enlightenment can at best be considered pseudo-scientific in
the sense that it enlisted the techniques of science in the cause of human freedom, thereby converting it from a scientific enterprise into an ideological one. In other words, the distinctiveness of the Enlightenment's scientific methodology was equalled by its attachment to the values of liberty and equality which, strictly speaking, it ought not to have had. In the Disquisition, we find no absolute commitment to the political ideals of liberty and equality, and although Calhoun has a considerable respect for the former, the idea of a "levelling" type of equality was totally abhorrent to him; indeed, in his theory of human nature we find not only a frank acknowledgement of the inequality of condition which existed naturally between individuals, but also the elevation of that observation into an imperative of social dynamics. Because inequalities exist — in wealth, in intelligence, in application and so on (the differential characteristics may be listed endlessly) — Calhoun assumes that they are intentionally built into man's nature by a benign deity. The real secret of constructing political institutions is to faithfully reproduce the orderly differentiations of Nature, and not force them to conform to a priori blueprints. Not even individual liberty, the most treasured of Calhoun's political values, was considered an absolute, inviolable right: in February 1847, he told the Senate:

It is proposed, from a vague, indefinite, erroneous and most dangerous conception of private individual liberty, to override this great common liberty which the people have of framing their own constitution! Sir, the right of framing self-government on the part of individuals is not near so easily to be established by any course of reasoning,
as the right of a community or a
state to self-government. And yet,
Sir, there are men of such delicate
feelings on the subject of liberty —
men who cannot possibly bear what
they call slavery in one section of
the country... — that they are ready
to strike down the higher right of
a community to govern themselves,
in order to maintain the absolute
right of individuals, in every
possible condition to govern them-
selves! 8

Similarly, in the Disquisition, Calhoun elaborates a relativistic conception of liberty: individuals should be permitted to enjoy that amount of liberty which is consistent with the security and good order of the state, for "to extend liberty beyond the limits assigned would be to weaken the government and to render it incompetent to fulfill its primary end—the protection of society against dangers, internal and external." 9

The avoidance of anarchy was the one absolute political value which Calhoun adhered to above all others — even to the extent of curtailing private liberty. Moreover, it was the government which was entrusted with the task of apportioning the appropriate amount of liberty, a procedure which no thoroughgoing liberal of the seventeenth, eighteenth or nineteenth century would have acquiesced readily in. In his political values, then, Calhoun reminds us more of an absolutist like Thomas Hobbes — especially in his fear of anarchy — than he does of even the moderate libertarians of the Enlightenment.

The comparison of Calhoun with Hobbes is not as pretentious as it may seem at first; indeed, it is a fruitful one and we shall return to it later in the chapter, but what I want to stress at this point is that however much the form of Calhoun's
ideas of human nature resembles the style of the Enlightenment, it is important to grasp fully the values they are intended to portray. Calhoun, as we shall see, is quite systematic in reducing man's political nature to two essential propositions, and such systematisation typifies the Enlightenment approach, but this does not necessarily mean that his theory of human nature, and the political theory he derives from it, is enlightened. Indeed, the thrust of the argument in this chapter is precisely that Calhoun adopts a rigorously systematic and scientific procedure, only to defend values which are un-enlightened and reactionary. Curiously, when we come to compare Calhoun with the Enlightenment in this respect, we find that he makes exactly the same mistake it does, only in reverse; where the Enlightenment attempts to enlist a supposedly neutral methodology in order to support values which are predominantly liberal, Calhoun uses it to defend reactionary ones.

"'Tis evident", wrote David Hume in the introduction to his Treatise of Human Nature in 1739, "that all the sciences have a relation, greater or less, to human nature; and that however wide any of them may seem to run from it, they still return back by one passage or another." Even mathematics, natural science and religion "are in some measure dependent on the science of MAN"; how much more so, therefore, was the science of government "whose connexion with human nature is more close and intimate"? Hume's emphasis on the centrality of human nature in understanding political motivation may seem a commonplace assertion to twentieth-century ways of
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thinking, but it is well to bear in mind that as a science the study of human nature is a comparatively recent development, and dates from the period of the Enlightenment. This is not to say, of course, that the importance of human nature was not recognised by political theorists and philosophers of earlier times; but what it does mean (and this is Hume's point too) is that human nature ought to be studied rigorously and systematically, using the "experimental method of reasoning". The whole thrust of Hume's Treatise was to establish that "the only solid foundation we can give to this science [of man] must be laid on experience and observation." Abstract postulations about the "essence" of man such as we find in Plato's division of the human soul into the three separate parts of reason, spirit and the appetites, were too haphazard and ethereal to warrant the title "scientific". Hume proposed to place the study of human nature on a truly sound scientific basis by making "careful and exact experiments, and the observation of those particular effects, which result from its different circumstances and situations." In short, Hume was attempting to apply the inductive method of natural science to the area of moral philosophy.

Of course, Hume brought with him from the scientific world-view certain assumptions which were to affect the way in which human nature was studied. The most important of these was the belief that there existed a principle, or set of principles, which explained human behaviour and which were, moreover, universally applicable. The mechanistic outlook of Newtonian physics assumed that there was a necessary connexion in the relation of cause and effect (which, ironically, Hume
undertook to refute; nothing could be more natural, therefore, than that members of the same species should display similar, if not identical responses in given situations. Hume, again ironically, wrote in a well-known passage, that it was "universally acknowledged that there is a great uniformity among the actions of men, in all nations and ages, and that human nature remains still the same, in its principles and operations. The same motives always produce the same actions." Indeed, "Mankind are so much the same, in all times and places, that history informs us of nothing new or strange in this particular. Its chief use is only to discover the constant and universal principles of human nature." 

The uniformity or universality of human nature which Hume adopted both as an historical as well as a philosophical position, was a popular assumption of the Enlightenment writers. Indeed, there are strong traces of the idea that ultimately all men were motivated by the same element in their nature in the writings of Thomas Hobbes; "... for the similitude of the thoughts and passions of one man," he wrote in the Leviathan, "to the thoughts and passions of another, whosoever looketh into himself, and considereth what he doth, when he doth think, opine, reason, hope, fear etc, and upon what grounds; he shall thereby read and know, what are the thoughts and passions of all other men on like occasions...." In America, Thomas Jefferson restated the Humean position that "human nature is the same on every side of the Atlantic, and will be alike influenced by the same causes." The view was widespread, then, that human nature operated according to constant principles, which were discoverable by careful observ-
The problem was that people who assumed that human nature was an unalterable and constant principle, also assumed that they knew what that principle was, and here differences of opinion arose. The Enlightenment itself contained an inner tension between optimistic and pessimistic views of human nature which are often difficult to unravel. Even Helvetius and Rousseau, two extreme environmentalists, began from diametrically opposite premises about the essence of man's nature: Rousseau's idea that man was a "noble savage" who had been corrupted by the injustice of existing social arrangements, shocked many contemporaries who were more deeply imbued with a sense of original sin. If Helvetius seems, at times, to believe in the limitless possibilities of education, at other times his pessimism leads him to see man as no better than wild beasts.

American representatives of the Enlightenment also reflected this divergency of opinion. Some, like the conservative John Adams and Alexander Hamilton, were sceptical of man's capacity for altruistic feeling, sceptical even of his capacity to control his passions. In 1813, long after the Revolution, Adams wrote:

Inequality of Mind and Body are so established by God Almighty in his Constitution of Human Nature that no art or policy can ever plain them down to a level.... Human reason and human conscience though I believe there are such things, are not a match for human passions, human Imaginations, and human Enthusiasm

Hamilton was even more forthright in his judgement: "Take mankind in general", he wrote, "they are vicious.... One great
error is that we suppose mankind more honest than they are. Men will pursue their interest. It is as easy to change human nature as to oppose the strong current of selfish passions." Against these dogmatically pessimistic views of man, the observations of Jefferson and Madison seem positively optimistic. Jefferson's frantically curious mind led him to make extensive observations of man and his environment which continued throughout his life; his view of man was therefore more sophisticated and complex than the single-proposition explanations offered by Adams and Hamilton. He believed that man comprised a bundle of impulses and traits, some of which, like intelligence, were innate, but which were subsequently influenced by the external factor of environment. Jefferson believed along with the Scottish Common Sense school that all human beings possessed an innate moral sense which God had made "so much a part of our constitution as that no errors of reasoning or of speculation might lead us astray from its observance in practice." Although Jefferson affirmed the plasticity of human nature in giving due weight to environmental as well as innate factors, he nevertheless believed man could be classified into a few, irreducible types. Surprisingly, it was Madison, not Jefferson, who sensed the amazing complexity of the task and who realised, too, how little was actually known about man's nature. Writing in the Federalist (No. 37), he wrote: "The faculties of the mind itself have never yet been distinguished and defined, with satisfactory precision, by all the efforts of the most acute and metaphysical philosophers. Sense, perception, judgement, desire, volition, memory, imagination, are found to be separated by such delicate
shades and minute gradations that their boundaries have eluded the most subtle investigations, and remain a pregnant source of ingenious disquisition and controversy." Madison's uncertainty inhibited him from outlining a systematic theory of human nature, though from the scattered remarks in the Federalist alone, it is clear that his attitude was deeply ambivalent: he could, at one point, speak of "the cardinal and essential virtues" of human nature, and at another of government being "the greatest of all reflections on human nature".

Madison's ambiguous view of human nature reflects accurately a duality which runs through the Enlightenment as a whole. Though there were individual thinkers who believed in the ultimate perfectability of man as a moral being, these were few and far between. Condorcet's celebrated comment at the beginning of the Esquisse, that Nature "has set no limit to the perfection of the human faculties", was essentially atypical. More typical was the view taken by the American Founding Fathers, that though man, as an individual being, could not be trusted to act in any way other than a self-interested one, it was possible through careful and intelligent planning of social institutions to mitigate the worst excesses of his nature. "Ambition must be made to counteract ambition", declared Madison, and this idea was at the heart of American constitutional notions of balance; if man himself could not improve or change his nature, then a knowledge of that nature could at least suggest ways in which man's worst impulses might be restrained. The Founding Fathers, to quote Richard Hofstadter, "did not believe in man, but they did believe in
the power of a good political constitution to control him."\textsuperscript{33}

All this presupposed, however, that a complete knowledge of man's psychology was possible, or even that one existed, and this takes us back to the original point about the Enlightenment's assumption of the principle of uniformity. If the unity and harmony of Nature was assumed, it ought to be possible to determine scientifically what the essence of man was by the patient observation and collection of data. The empirical method, therefore, seemed peculiarly appropriate to the construction of scientific theories of politics. Hobbes had, in fact, attempted to develop a scientific explanation of human actions and motivations which he had presented in such a way as to preclude the possibility of moral inference, but it could not properly be called empirical theory because it relied too heavily on plausible, but unproveable, hypotheses.\textsuperscript{34} Truly empirical theories of politics - like the pleasure-pain principle of the Utilitarians - elevated man's passions above the status of reason, and hence stripped human actions of their intrinsic moral content. Both Hobbesian and utilitarian conceptions of human nature tended to downgrade the element of moral responsibility which men have over their actions, and in this respect both are, to a degree, deterministic. More often than not, however, concepts of human nature have incorporated certain empirical premises with a moral postulate (as in the case of Locke), and these may be said to have enduring validity precisely because they do not ignore one aspect at the expense of the other.

Whichever way human nature is characterised - whether as an empirical postulate or as a moral prescription - a number
of points are clear. In the first place, theories of politics need some conception of human nature if they are to accomplish the task of providing causal explanations of political behaviour, one of the functions of political theory laid down by Andrew Hacker. Unless they are content to be entirely divorced from reality, political theories must be based on plausible accounts of how individual human beings interact with one another, both singly and in groups. Whether human nature is known through scientific observation or through divine revelation, it must be accounted for in some way before a theory can proceed to lay down ethical injunctions. A second point, which flows from the first, is that once a theory of human nature is suggested, it does not necessarily determine the outcome of the political theory, particularly if the latter is openly ethical rather than scientific. In other words, it is rare that a political theory can be deduced solely from its initial concept of human nature, the reason being that accounts of human nature do not always imply the teleology of the political theory as a whole. For the same reason, a particular concept of human nature will rarely lead inexorably to a single, unavoidable conclusion.

I have spent some time explaining the importance of ideas of human nature for political theories, and also of how some movements in the history of ideas have tended to view the nature of man. In the light of these observations, we may now examine Calhoun's ideas of human nature, though we are at once confronted with a problem. Calhoun's reliance - or at least partial reliance - on a concept of innate sociability as the origin of society makes it difficult to disengage his premises of human nature from the remainder of the theory, and even if
we do so, I admit there is the possibility of shaking the foundations of the theory. On the other hand, it is only by taking his postulates of human nature and rearranging them that we are able to expose fully Calhoun's motives for writing the theory in the first place.

In the first paragraph of the Disquisition, Calhoun assumes that the existence of government is firmly embedded in the nature of man: "In order to have a clear and just conception of the nature and object of government, it is indispensable to understand correctly what that constitution or law of our nature is in which government originates, or to express it more fully and accurately—that law without which government would not and with which it must necessarily exist." As if to emphasise the inductive means of discovering this fundamental "law" of political motivation, Calhoun employs a metaphor drawn from the realm of natural science. One immediately important point to grasp about his view of human nature is that it does not pretend to give a complete, all-embracing explanation of human behaviour in the same way that Locke or Hobbes does. That is, Calhoun has no prior psychological or epistemological system (which is comparable to Hobbes' scientific materialism or to Locke's theory of sense-perception) with which to explain all kinds of human actions. Calhoun is concerned specifically with man as a political animal, and consequently his treatment of human nature is limited to this sphere. In this respect, Calhoun has been criticised for reducing political motivation to too few factors, and modern social psychology would tend to reinforce this criticism. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that other texts, often regarded as classics of
political theory, have similarly reduced human nature to the conjunction of one or two fundamental motivating principles; the opening words of Bentham's *Principles of Morals and Legislation* (1780) is a case in point: "Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters, pain and pleasure." It would be unfair, therefore, to single out Calhoun for special criticism as a reductionist in the light of the conventions of political theory writing of his time.

Calhoun assumes "as an incontestable fact that man is so constituted as to be a social being. His inclinations and wants, physical and moral, irresistibly impel him to associate with his kind; and he has, accordingly, never been found, in any age or country, in any state other than the social." This first statement, which we may call Calhoun's first proposition of human nature, raises a number of interesting points. In the first place, to what extent is this a statement of innate sociability? On the surface it seems that Calhoun is categorically asserting that man's desire to have companionship with his fellows derives from an instinct which is a part of each individual's nature. But when we consider a striking similarity in Locke's *Second Treatise*, doubts are raised as to Calhoun's exact meaning. Locke, who is not regarded as a proponent of innate sociability, maintained that: "God having made man such a creature, that in his own judgement it was not good for him to be alone, put him under strong obligations of necessity, convenience and inclination to drive him into society, as well as fitted him with understanding and language to continue and enjoy it." Now, from these two statements
there seems little disagreement between the two theorists. Locke's "... strong obligations of necessity, convenience and inclination to drive him into society" seems perfectly compatible with Calhoun's "... irresistibly impel him to associate with his kind." But the essential difference lies in the latter part of the Calhoun quotation: "... and he has, accordingly, never been found in any age or country in any state other than the social." It is Locke's assertion, and Calhoun's denial of the existence of a presocial state of nature which makes the gulf between the two significant in terms of theory.

The empirical side of Locke demanded the original existence of a state of nature in which men lived as disassociated individuals. It was not, as Hobbes had postulated, a state of war in which individuals were in perpetual competition with each other, and "the life of man[was] solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short", but it was certainly inconvenient. The lack of a "common superior" (which was available once men had decided to organise themselves into a community) meant that each individual held a power in himself to redress offences against himself and others. In order to make property (which included life and liberty) more secure, men could by means of a contractual device surrender certain of the powers they naturally held in the state of nature and thereby translate themselves into a body politic. The powers they surrendered were collectively put at the disposal of the community as a whole to be exercised by a controlling agency which, in return, would protect their property from encroachment by others. The social state could only be created by the freely-
given consent of each individual; thus men were given the choice of entering society or remaining in the state of nature. Locke makes this choice quite explicit: those who do not consent to enter into society "are left as they were in the liberty of the state of nature." This, then, is the crucial point of difference between Locke and Calhoun: whereas Locke allows man the choice (admittedly, a loaded one) of entering society, Calhoun does not; in Locke man may go into society, in Calhoun he must if he is to survive.

The point has been made by Lockean scholars that although the nuances of Locke's language seem to suggest that man has a free choice of entering society or of remaining in the liberty of the state of nature, in point of fact this hardly constitutes a choice at all, especially in view of Locke's subsequent remarks about tacit consent. To this assertion the only adequate reply is to say that Locke has put himself under a logical obligation to allow men the choice of joining society, even if this amounts to no choice in reality, for he has based the whole of his theory on the moral autonomy of individuals. If men are under compulsion to enter society, what becomes of their natural right to liberty? If individuals are morally autonomous, they must presumably have the freedom to choose not to avail themselves of the protection of society otherwise they are not really free at all. Locke must therefore allow them this choice if he is to be consistent, though he does attempt to influence their decision; but here again, the "strong obligations" he puts them under to join society cannot be moral obligations, only maxims of prudence or instinctive propensities, since moral obligations can only be binding on autonomous individuals who have previously consented to be
bound. Consent, therefore, creates moral obligation and if this notion is consigned to the realm of fiction, I cannot see why the obligation it creates should not similarly be regarded as fictitious. The significance of Calhoun's rejection of a social condition which is based on consent is thus apparent: by making man's consociability a function of innate instinct, rather than voluntary consent, Calhoun immediately achieves one of his main objectives — to dispense with the troublesome concepts of the social contract and natural rights in the formation and purpose of society.

Innate sociability, however, cannot stand alone as an explanation of the necessity for government, only of the origin of society. Indeed, there can be no necessary logical connection between them unless another postulate is introduced. To establish this connection, Calhoun interposes his second proposition of human nature: "... while man is created for the social state and is accordingly formed as to feel what affects others as well as what affects himself, he is, at the same time, so constituted as to feel more intensely what affects directly than what affects him indirectly through others, or, to express it differently, he is so constituted that his direct or individual feelings are stronger than his sympathetic or social feelings." We noted in the chapter on Calhoun's philosophical method how he was at pains to disclaim any idea of imputing moral stricture to man's "individual affections" by deliberately avoiding the word "selfish." He thus presents this facet of man's nature as a morally neutral postulate: man's self-interest is not a matter of choice, but is purely instinctive to his nature; he (man) cannot be held responsible
for something over which he has no control. Of course, this point - whether man actually has a moral choice - is not in the least relevant to the essence of Calhoun's argument: man's "individual affections", whether they are instinctive or voluntarily calculated, would in any case lead to a state of conflict amongst men. There would be a "tendency to a universal state of conflict between individual and individual, accompanied by the connected passions of suspicion, jealousy, anger and revenge—followed by insolence, fraud and cruelty...."51 So, although Calhoun denies that there has ever existed a state of nature, in point of fact he seems to be describing exactly that. Furthermore, the condition Calhoun describes at this point in the Discoursion, looks much more like Hobbes' state of nature than it does Locke's — that is a state of perpetual war. What Calhoun's second proposition of human nature actually amounts to is a statement of "the great law of self-preservation which pervades all that feels from man down to the lowest and most insignificant reptile or insect."52

Calhoun's two propositions of human nature now become clear to us. In the first place, man is an inherently social being who cannot exist without association with his fellows — for the purposes of procreation, mutual protection and personal satisfaction. But even so, his nature is such that he has a higher regard for the things which affect him directly. In other words, Calhoun is saying that man has a capacity for altruism when it does not conflict with his own self-interest; and in the things which concern him directly, he has no alternative but to objectively follow a course of action which his reason tells him is in his own best interest. In this important
sense, Calhoun's ideas link up with those of David Hume. Like Hume, Calhoun elevates man's passions to be the principal motivating force in human nature; reason, when it comes into play at all, is designed to serve the passions by prescribing the most effective course of action by which an individual's desires might be gratified. Calhoun allows for the fact that reason is not an infallible faculty, for there may be occasions when acting on faulty information, reason might prescribe a course of action which does not, in fact, lead to a gratification of the appetites. Such is only to be expected from creatures who possess only limited understanding.

Calhoun's attitude towards human nature is marginally more optimistic than Hobbes' description of it which made no provision for man's altruism except insofar as it was a function of self-interest. Yet, in utilising these propositions, Calhoun is unique in that he draws his ideas from two separate and, in some senses, contradictory intellectual traditions. The concept of innate sociability had originated in Greek political thought; Aristotle, in particular, maintained that society was the natural condition of mankind and government was a natural activity, and no artificial device like a social contract was needed to bring either into being. Aristotle's political ideas remained important through the Middle Ages, where they became blended with the Christian theology of Thomas Aquinas. It was only in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with the advent of individualist theorists who drew their inspiration from the Reformation and the rise of capitalism, that these ideas were systematically challenged. Social contract theorists like Hobbes and Locke strongly dissented from the notion that man
was inherently social, and looked elsewhere for a rational basis which would explain the necessity of government. Hobbes more than any other theorist, found it in the egoistic nature of man.\textsuperscript{56}

For all Calhoun's ingenuity in attempting to combine the two commonplace doctrines, they still do not sit easily together. We may legitimately inquire as to why Calhoun found it necessary to incorporate into his theory two so essentially opposite dogmas — particularly when one of them (individual self-interest) would have served adequately as the basis of the theory on its own. Clearly, it is possible, with some reconstruction, to eliminate the innate sociability proposition and still be left with a viable theory of government. This enterprise becomes even more compelling when we consider that Calhoun is anxious to establish that self-interest is the critical factor in political motivation, the "proximate" rather than the "remote" cause of government.\textsuperscript{57} So why, then, did Calhoun make man's sociability a function of innate instinct?

Calhoun presents his premises as two separate facets of human nature; they are, by and large, disconnected, the one coming into play only on occasion. But if we were to rearrange these propositions and to hypothesise that man's social behaviour can be seen as a function of his self-interested nature, we can effectively eliminate innate sociability as a fundamental premise. Man's sociability, no longer innate, becomes simply one facet of his self-interest and we are then left with an almost Hobbesian description of the state of nature: each individual is impelled to act in accordance with
his natural instinct for self-preservation. One of his predominant fears is for his future security - he must obtain a source of food and shelter which is sufficient to last his lifetime. He sees about him other individuals with the same instincts, fears and desires. Fear impels him to associate with them so that he might gain ascendancy over them or placate them with alliances, thus preempting the possibility of them attacking him and depriving him of his livelihood. In Hobbes' conception of human nature, man is immeasurably aided in this enterprise by the possession of reason which he employs in devising ingenious means of accomplishing these ends.58

Now, in this scenario we have retained Calhoun's second proposition - man's natural self-interest - and we have subordinated the first so that it becomes a function of it. Man's sociability is now instinctive only insofar as it is a consequence of his self-interest. So, we are left with all the original elements of Calhoun's postulations (in a rearranged order) with the single exception of one - we have no adequate explanation of the origin of society. And here we come to the crux of Calhoun's theory of human nature. Had Calhoun placed his premises in the same juxtaposition as we have done, he too would have had to account for the origin of society on a basis other than inherent sociability. What courses would have been open to him? The obvious one would have been to adopt the logical apparatus of the social contract writers by allowing the existence of a state of nature and acknowledging the legitimacy of the social contract as a philosophical device. But had Calhoun admitted the validity of the social contract, he would have been forced to admit, too, the prior existence of
the state of nature, and hence, most important, the existence of Natural Rights. And if Calhoun had conceded the existence of Natural Rights, he could not coherently have exempted black slaves from those rights unless he had maintained that in some sense they were not fully human. But Calhoun makes no attempt to argue the inherent racial inferiority of blacks (although we know that, like Jefferson, he assumed it) in the same way as the proslavery ethnologists did. Having chosen to take his stand in terms of abstract political theory, Calhoun has only one possible way out, and that is to find an acceptable alternative premise on which to base his explanation of the origin of society. By elevating man's sociability into an innate instinct and incorporating it as a basic feature of human nature, Calhoun was extricating himself from a potential pitfall. In liberal political thought and discourse, the justification of human slavery could never rest on the basis of Natural Rights, and it was left to Fitzhugh to make explicit what Calhoun had merely assumed when he wrote: "We saw at once that the true vindication of slavery must be founded on his [Aristotle's] theory of man's social nature, as opposed to Locke's theory of the social contract...."59

In the light of these observations, Calhoun's account of the origin of government and society are entirely understandable, if not convincing. He goes back to the original premises of human nature which had characterised American political theory and eradicates the possibility of Natural Rights being imputed to them. His denial of the existence of the state of nature and the social contract are not important in themselves, for their real significance is as the logical
and traditional concomitants of Natural Rights theory which was the ultimate target of his attacks. In this sense, the Disquisition may be seen as an attempt to take on and refute the intellectual apparatus of Lockean theory; Calhoun is thus addressing Locke in much the same way as scholars used to think that Locke was addressing Hobbes. But much more than mere intellectual quibbling is involved here, for the logical infrastructure of Lockeanism supported deeply-held political values which were embodied in the theory of Natural Rights. Calhoun is actually attacking these values through its logical apparatus, and this is a perfectly legitimate procedure. But the question remains as to what values Calhoun wishes to erect in place of Natural Rights. I have suggested in this chapter that Calhoun's attack on Natural Rights was motivated by his desire to avoid basing his political theory on premises which might imply a criticism of slavery, and in this sense his concept of human nature gives his theory its reactionary stamp. But it does not spell out an alternative set of political values; indeed, it is difficult to see that his rearrangement of propositions concerning the origin of government and society accomplishes very much more than a destruction of Natural Rights. In the following two chapters, we shall be exploring this aspect of Calhoun's theory in greater detail. In the first, I shall argue that in place of the traditional liberal teleology of Natural Rights, Calhoun substitutes a much more vague notion of "progress"; in the second, we shall attempt to discover what precisely Calhoun meant when he talked of "progress".
Chapter Seven: Order and Progress—The Teleology of the Disquisition

It is useful at this stage to remind ourselves that the purpose of this study is to examine the extent to which Calhoun's Disquisition can properly be said to belong to the "Reactionary Enlightenment". This artificial and paradoxical category is designed to convey the notion that Calhoun's political thought embodies the ideas of two separate and supposedly contradictory styles of thinking. In chapters four and five we dealt with Calhoun's philosophical method and his religious views, both of which, we concluded, exhibited significant similarities to the style established by the eighteenth century Enlightenment: his commitment to an empirical methodology, for example, along with an openly deistic conception of the divine, conforms more nearly to the intellectual tradition of the Enlightenment than to any other single set of interconnected ideas. In both these areas, however, we may be said to have been dealing with the stylistic apparatus of Calhoun's philosophical discourse, rather than with the value-system inherent in it. Whilst this is more obviously true of Calhoun's philosophical method, we are not unjustified, I think, in claiming it for his religious thought too, for there is no great evidence to suggest that Calhoun was interested in religion except insofar as it had some bearing on politics. And even if Calhoun were deeply interested in religious ideas, the Disquisition displays no teleological concern with furthering God's Kingdom on earth, nor even with the personal aspect of individual salvation, but rather
with providing a sanction for the status quo. We do not find, therefore, in Calhoun's religious thought any explicit formulation of a political value-system, and in this sense we are justified in regarding it as no more than a part of his intellectual apparatus.¹

In the previous chapter we have examined Calhoun's ideas of human nature as the source of government and society and we have concluded that whilst it has the appearance of rigorous scientific investigation, it actually manages to reduce man's nature to the interplay of two seemingly contradictory factors - man's innate sociability and his basic self-centredness. Two interesting points emerge from this. In the first place, Calhoun ought not to receive undue criticism for reducing human nature to too few factors since the conventions of political theorising established during the Enlightenment were precisely in this direction, and continued to be so throughout the nineteenth century. What ought to be emphasised, rather, is Calhoun's ingenuity in attempting to combine two so fundamentally opposite characteristics of man and making them not only the basis of his theory of political motivation, but also the origin of government and society. Taken separately, neither facet of man's nature postulated by Calhoun is original: the innate sociability of man was a well-established proposition, tracing its descent from classical antiquity by means of the Aristotelian tradition.² Human selfishness, on the other hand, was equally firmly lodged as an eternal truth of Christian theology. What was original in Calhoun's formulation was the peculiar juxtaposition in which the two ideas were placed.³ We also maintained in the previous chapter that whilst these ideas
are not logically irreconcilable, they are unconvincing as an explanation of the origin of society and its institutions, and we attempted to rearrange the propositions in such a way as to accord with the mainstream liberal-individualist tradition in order to expose Calhoun's motives for placing them in so unusual a relation to one another. The resulting speculation was that Calhoun was attempting to avoid basing his theory on principles which were hostile to a defence of slavery.

The second interesting point to emerge from Calhoun's ideas of human nature is that they imply certain definite values which are not readily apparent from the discussions of his philosophical method and religious thought. The values implied, moreover, so far from embodying the political ideals and aspirations of the Enlightenment, appear to run directly contrary to them by advocating the principle of slavery, or at least allowing that conclusion to be logically drawn. This is, I think, the inescapable conclusion of Calhoun's rejection of Natural Rights theory. It is not inconceivable that Calhoun might have rejected Natural Rights on the same perfectly honest grounds that David Hume did, namely that its theoretical elements were "fallacious and sophistical"; but where Hume is willing to tolerate the ethical consequences of the moral fictions he destroys, Calhoun is not. Calhoun's quite cold-blooded attack on the state of nature and the social contract in the Disquisition ends with the entirely consistent assertion that: "As, then, there never was such a state as the so-called state of nature, and never can be, it follows that men, instead of being born in it, are born in the social and political state
and of course, instead of being born free and equal, are born subject, not only to parental authority, but to the laws and institutions of the country where born and under whose protection they draw their first breath. So, in a curious way, it is Calhoun who is being consistent, and more rigidly empirical, than Hume by refusing to derive his theory from anything other than observable data.

If I seem to have been labouring this point excessively, it is only because I regard it as crucial in understanding Calhoun's political values, and, incidentally, in understanding his position in relation to the American liberal tradition. For ultimately, what Calhoun's denial of the existence of a state of nature amounts to is an outright rejection of the values which the American Revolution and, in its more conservative form, the Constitution are supposed to stand for. Measured against the prevailing conventions of American political theory, Calhoun appears as the first thinker to undermine systematically the political value-system established during the revolutionary generation. (I emphasise "systematically" because, of course, Calhoun was not the first to challenge these values, only the first to do so in synthetic political theory. And this, furthermore, is precisely the reason why it is misleading to lump Calhoun with men like John Taylor of Caroline, St. George Tucker and William Rawle under the general umbrella term, the "States' Rights school", for to do so is to confine Calhoun's relevance to the area of constitutional theory and to miss the broader significance of his critique of liberal-individualist values. Indeed, compared with what Calhoun was doing, Taylor et al. may be said to have been
haggling over the minutiae of constitutional theory, for in no important respect did any of them seriously challenge the values of Natural Rights philosophy. Taylor, especially, the so-called "philosopher of Jeffersonian democracy", is perhaps the authentic exponent of classic American individualism in that he presented the full array of theoretical devices associated with Natural Rights theory: a presocial state of nature, in which individuals were morally and actually autonomous; a freely-arrived at social compact by which society was created and by which the powers of the government were carefully circumscribed; the inalienability of certain Natural Rights, which continued to remain superior to the claims of either government or of society. All this is classic liberal political theory—what Louis Hartz calls the "Lockean ethos—and it is this framework that Calhoun is seeking to undermine.

We suggested in our discussion of Calhoun's ideas of human nature that his refutation of Natural Rights theory resulted from his desire to defend the institution of slavery on which Southern society was thought to be based. But if this interpretation is true, it does not necessarily imply that Calhoun was deliberately defending black slavery, for nowhere in the Disquisition does he attempt to make out a case for the racial inferiority of negroes. This curious omission, which we commented on earlier in our discussion of Calhoun's relation to the proslavery school of ethnologists and biblicists, has led some commentators to conclude that Calhoun was attempting to do far more than simply defend racial slavery. In 1943, Richard N. Current published a paper entitled "John C. Calhoun, Philosopher of Reaction" in which he argued that Calhoun's
real significance is not as a racial supremacist, but as a social elitist. "The central theme of Southern history", Current maintained, "has remained the same but this theme is not what the older school of Southern historians said it was - the maintenance of white supremacy. It is the maintenance of the supremacy of some white men, and as a means to this end the fiction of a general white supremacy has been extremely useful." Current's argument, later taken up by Richard Hofstadter, was that the key to understanding Calhoun's political philosophy was the concept of the class struggle. Calhoun was said to have "anticipated the later 'scientific' approach of Freidrich Engels and Karl Marx" in his recognition that the wealth created by an exploited labour force was unevenly distributed throughout society. Moreover, Calhoun predicted that in a free enterprise, \textit{laissez faire} economy, society would eventually be divided into two antagonistic classes, capitalists and "operatives" (or in Marxist terminology, proletarians). But it was as an unashamed defender of the capitalist enterpreneurs - as the "Marx of the Master Class" in Hofstadter's vivid phrase - that Calhoun's real values begin to show: he was not so much interested in maintaining the racial supremacy of Southern whites as he was in urging a truly national alliance between Northern industrial capitalists and Southern planters against the rise of proletarians of either section and of whatever complexion.

Current and Hofstadter have developed a persuasive argument which compels our attention by the impressive marshalling of documentary evidence. But where exactly does it leave us with regard to the validity of the concept of the
"Reactionary Enlightenment" as it applies to Calhoun's thought? If we grant the persuasiveness of the Current-Hofstadter argument, we have to admit at the same time that it in no way affects the validity of the "Reactionary Enlightenment" concept, except perhaps to strengthen it. Their argument would, in fact, maintain that Calhoun is not reactionary merely in the sense of being a racial supremacist, but in the much wider sense of being a social elitist. Their argument, therefore, actually extends the scope of Calhoun's reaction.

Whether we accept the argument put forward by Current and Hofstadter or whether we maintain the traditional interpretation of Calhoun as a Southern racist, it is still true that we cannot be said to have fully explored his political value-system. All that we have really said so far is that in destroying the theoretical mainstay of Natural Rights theory, it is reasonable to suppose that Calhoun was intending to attack the values it was designed to uphold. Now, if we say that Calhoun was a racist, pure and simple, and that the Disquisition was intended to defend racial slavery, we have to admit that it goes much further than it either need have done, or ought to have done; for, compared with the elaborate arguments of scientific racism prepared by ethnologists like Josiah Nott and George R. Glidden, as a racially-motivated document the Disquisition is profoundly unconvincing. More than that, it is quite simply mistaken in that it extends the argument over too wide an area; when Calhoun destroys the basis of Natural Rights as the expression of the moral relation between individuals and the state, he does so not only for negroes but for whites too, and this conclusion is inescapable given the fact
that Calhoun includes no argument in the text to distinguish between the races. If the text was intended to defend slavery, we must conclude along with John Greenleaf Whittier, that Calhoun was the "advocate of human slavery UPON PRINCIPLE — slavery not of the black man alone, but of the working man everywhere, of whatever complexion."¹²

All this, of course, gives added weight to the Current-Hofstadter argument that Calhoun is better considered as the theorist of a social, rather than a racial, elite. Having said that, however, we have still not come to grips with the underlying political values that Calhoun was most anxious to defend, for we must presume that, whether as a racial supremacist or as a social elitist, he did possess some ultimate values which determined his view of the political process. It is possible to argue that Calhoun was simply a reactionary, as it were, by conviction, that he was an opponent of any kind of institutional change on principle, and that as such his theory is non-teleological in the sense that it lacks a substantive, purposive ideal.¹³ But to argue this is both unsatisfying and unsatisfactory: unsatisfying because it portrays Calhoun as a superficial and, ultimately, sterile thinker and unsatisfactory because it disregards evidence that the Disquisition argues precisely that there should be institutional change in the form of the concurrent majority, and that it has a quite definite sense of teleology. I use the phrase "sense of teleology" advisedly because, although I think that the Disquisition does point to a substantive ideal, it is not one which is precisely defined, and I am not at all sure Calhoun would have been able to give it precise definition had he been called
upon to do so. Nevertheless, I propose to argue throughout this chapter and the next that the political values Calhoun was seeking to defend are only discernible and properly understood with reference to this ultimate ideal (however imprecisely drawn) which, I shall maintain, is the notion of "progress". If there is a single, purposive teleology in the Disquisition which takes the place of the Natural Rights that Calhoun has attacked, it is this idea of progress.

Now, it may well be that the advice of Sidney Pollard given in another context applies in the case of Calhoun's idea of progress. Pollard has maintained that the "underlying assumptions of an age, the things commonly taken for granted to the extent that no one will bother to write them down, are not only among the most significant, but also among the most difficult to grasp by minds brought up in the thraldom of different assumptions." Calhoun's repeated appeal to "progress" as the justification for his political theory, coupled with his failure to specify the senses in which he uses the term, makes clarification of the concept a major part of our task. How this is achieved exactly takes us back to the methodological procedure proposed by Quentin Skinner which we discussed in chapter one. Skinner, it will be recalled, maintained that it was possible to determine the meaning of a political text (or indeed any other kind of text) by referring to the context in which it was written. This is not to say that the context ought to be treated as "the determinant of what is said. It needs rather to be treated as the ultimate framework for helping to decide what conventionally recognizable meanings, in a society of that kind, it might in principle
have been possible for someone to have intended to communicate. 16 Precisely the same procedure is applicable in the case of ideas which are in common usage at a particular place, at a particular moment in history. Once, therefore, we have established that the teleology of the Disquisition is in terms of the idea of progress, it will be necessary to examine what conceivable meanings Calhoun might have imputed to the word when he used it, by examining the range of conventional meanings it had in early nineteenth century America. By doing this, it ought to be possible to establish more precisely what Calhoun intended to communicate to the audience of his day. This secondary task is reserved for the next chapter.

Determining the content of Calhoun's idea of progress and demonstrating how he substitutes it for Natural Rights as the teleology of the text does not altogether complete our task, for we will still not have considered how it relates to the concept of the "Reactionary Enlightenment". This aspect is made particularly interesting by the fact that the idea of progress is commonly thought to be the peculiar product of the eighteenth century Enlightenment, especially in its French version. 17 By comparing Calhoun's notion of progress with the classic statements of American and European authors, it should be possible to uncover the essential values that Calhoun was intending to advocate in the text.

The theory of Natural Rights, which throughout the eighteenth century provided the typical standard of judgement for liberal theories of politics, upheld a set of ideals which emphasised the moral completeness of the individual in relation
to the society of which he was a part. The liberal, or Lockeant ethos proclaimed that the moral status of the individual superseded that of the apparatus of government and society which was itself designed to serve man and not to be served by him. Liberal schemes of government, therefore, were teleological in the sense that the value of the institutions they proposed was measured in terms of their ability to secure certain prescribed purposes. In eighteenth century liberal theory the purposes of government were severely reduced to the preservation and protection of individual Natural Rights which were considered absolute and unabridgeable. Society itself, along with its collective agent the government, was tolerated only because of the convenience it afforded individuals in the enjoyment of their Natural Rights. The inviolability of these Rights, which in Locke were expressed as "Life, Liberty and Property", was reiterated in the slogans of both the American and French Revolutions: Article II of the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of Citizens (1789) declared that "The end of all political associations is the preservation of the natural and imprescriptible rights of man; and these rights are Liberty, Property, Security, and Resistance of Oppression." Similarly, the American Declaration of Independence (1776) proclaimed that the primary function of government was to "secure" the rights to "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" and "That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organising its
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness." 21

There was, then, a clear substantive ideal in liberal theory which involved the protection of individual Natural Rights. Of course, how these rights were known was ultimately a matter of self-evidence, and this has led some historians of ideas to question the extent to which theorists like Locke, and the revolutionary propagandists, intended the knowability of Natural Rights to be universal. 22 In technical philosophical terms, the appeal to self-evidence may be said to be "deontological" in the sense that the ethical standard it prescribes is self-substantiating, and it neither needs, nor is susceptible of, derivation from any supposedly more fundamental moral truths. Deontology is said to stand in opposition to teleology because it considers the intrinsic rightness or wrongness of particular actions without reference to the consequences of those actions. Teleology, on the other hand, evaluates the rightness or wrongness of actions by considering the ends to which they are directed, so that the consequences produced by an action determines whether the action was good or bad. 23 Given these philosophical definitions, we are left in a quandary as to whether we should regard Liberal political theory as teleological or deontological. On the surface, the appeal to self-evident Natural Rights would seem to suggest that it is firmly deontological, that the rights to "life, liberty and property" are eternal truths which need no further substantiation. Yet, even if the ultimate values of liberalism are deontological, the schemes of government designed to achieve those values are necessarily teleological because they are concerned
with the mechanical arrangements best adapted to secure those prescribed ends. Thus, in Locke, for example, the separation of power into legislative, executive and judicial spheres was specifically intended as a safeguard against the potential abuse of concentrated power, and hence would make it more difficult for any single branch of government to undermine the original purposes of society, which were supremely the protection of Natural Rights.\(^{24}\)

There is, however, a more fundamental problem involved in the definition of the phrase "protection of Natural Rights"; having said that the political liberalism of the late eighteenth century embodied a substantive ideal in its attachment to the concept of Natural Rights, it is still true that the precise functions assigned to government by society are neither clearly stated nor clearly discernible. In terms of theory, the problem is present in Locke's ambiguous use of the word "property", which he variously defines in the narrow sense of meaning material possessions or in the extended sense of including life and liberty along with estates.\(^{25}\) If, as Locke maintains, the "great and chief end... of Mens uniting into Commonwealths, and putting themselves under Government, is the Preservation of their Property",\(^ {26}\) precisely what kind of function is entailed on government? Does Locke mean to imply that government should act merely as an economic and political policeman, limiting its activities to correcting obvious iniquities as they arise, in which case the governmental function should be construed as being basically laissez faire? Or does he have in mind a much more positive and energetic attitude for government in which its function is actively to encourage conditions which
would enable individuals to enjoy more fully their Natural Rights? Furthermore, is the protection of Natural Rights (that is, the preservation of life, liberty and property) to be considered the minimum or maximum permissible function of government? In other words, does Locke conceive the protection of Natural Rights by the government to be the minimum activity necessary to the realisation of the development of the individual personality (in which case Natural Rights forms the starting-point of human development in political terms) or does he view such protection as the absolute and ultimate end of political association in itself? On the basis of the Second Treatise, it would seem that the latter interpretation was intended, that Locke believed that the function of government was to protect Natural Rights and to go no further, simply because there would be no need to; if the individual's Natural Rights were guaranteed, government need have no further concern with the development of personality because the conditions under which this would best be realised were, in fact, already in existence. This may be inferred from what Locke says in the Second Treatise, though the absence of any explicit statement on his part continues to make the point an arguable one.27

This ambiguity in Lockean theory concerning the real meaning of the ultimate purpose of political association and the true function of government is carried forward into the American political tradition by means of its most revered rhetorical document, the Declaration of Independence. 28 Arguing from the final version of the Declaration, Daniel Boorstin has maintained that Jefferson and his compatriots
substituted an "indefinitely enumerable" list of rights "for a systematic theory of government". Boorstin's argument rests on the phrase in the Declaration which holds that governments are instituted among men to "secure" the "rights" to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and that "the Jeffersonian natural 'rights' philosophy was... a declaration of the inability or unwillingness... to face the need for defining explicitly the moral ends to be served by government." The thrust of Boorstin's argument is that the rights enumerated in the Declaration constitute vague generalities which do nothing more than to impose restrictions on the community (through the government), without prescribing a purposive direction in which the community should move. Rights, he argues moreover, have a negative implication in the sense that they prescribe what the community cannot do without laying down corresponding duties on the individuals which compose it. Boorstin's conclusion is that the type of society envisaged by the Declaration of Independence would necessarily be an atomistic and directionless one, thus revealing the "unsystematic and inarticulate character of Jeffersonian political theory."30

Boorstin's disparaging interpretation of the Declaration is brilliantly refuted by Morton White. White argues that the seemingly minor and innocuous changes made between Jefferson's Rough Draft and the final version published by the Continental Congress were not simply alterations in style, but betokened a crucial shift in philosophical emphasis.31 According to White, the original phraseology of the Rough Draft indicated that Jefferson envisaged a very positive and
active role for government which involved more than merely restraining obvious obstacles to the enjoyment of individual natural rights. White's argument is ingenious and compelling; in the Rough Draft, he argues, Jefferson maintains that among the "inherent and inalienable" rights to which all men are entitled by virtue of their equal creation by God, are the rights to "the preservation of life, & liberty, & the pursuit of happiness". It is the purpose of government, Jefferson continues, to "secure these ends". White points out that in the final version of the document, the word "ends" in this phrase is substituted by the word "rights", thus altering substantially the meaning of the verb "to secure". In Jefferson's original formulation, the verb "to secure" is best construed as meaning "to attain" the explicitly stated ends of government, which manifestly are the preservation of life, the preservation of liberty and the pursuit of happiness. From this White concludes that Jefferson envisaged the purpose of government as being to actively assist men in the realisation of these moral ends. But in the final version, the substitution of the word "rights" for "ends" makes it tautological to construe the verb "to secure" as meaning "to attain" because, as White puts it, "... once we speak of rights as secured by government, and especially of rights with which men have already been endowed by their Creator, it is manifestly pointless to use the verb "secure" to mean attain since government need not be instituted to attain what people already have." From this, the conclusion is reached that between Jefferson's Rough Draft and the final version of the Declaration, certain philosophical changes were made which had the effect of diluting
"the purpose of government to the point where it ceases to be an *abettor* of men in the active attainment of the three Burlamaquian ends proposed by God and becomes only a *protector* of certain rights."33

The distinction between these positive and negative conceptions of the role of government is not unimportant because it reveals a tension in liberal political theory which has persisted into the twentieth-century.34 The difficulty moreover, is a tactical rather than a strategic one: if, as John H. Hallowell has maintained, the "essential postulate of integral liberalism is the absolute value and dignity of human personality",35 the most effective means of achieving that goal is still a matter of debate. If government is conceived as an instrument to **encourage** the fulfillment of individual personality, this implies investing it with a degree of discretionary power sufficient to meet changing economic and social circumstances. But at the same time, the historic concern of liberalism has been to deny government the kind of uncontrollable power which, however benignly intended, may potentially be converted to destroy the rights and liberties of its citizens. The liberal dilemma, therefore, is having to decide between allowing government a degree of latitude in the scope of its jurisdiction, thereby running the risk of potential tyranny, and holding it strictly to a set of clearly-stated and severely circumscribed purposes beyond which it may not legitimately tread. Traditionally, liberals have tended towards the latter course of regarding government with great suspicion as a distasteful, though necessary, evil, tolerated only because its absence entailed disorder and confusion, an even greater
evil. It is this tendency which is revealed in the shift of philosophical emphasis from Jefferson's Rough Draft of the Declaration to the final version approved by the Continental Congress - it signified a refusal to countenance the kind of government which Americans, by that very act, were about to cast off. Historical circumstances conspired with ideological propaganda to produce a popular revulsion against arbitrary and unrestrained power of which George III was supposedly the example par excellence.

The consequences of these philosophical alterations to Jefferson's original draft were crucially influential in establishing the negative construction of the role of government as the authoritative interpretation of Natural Rights theory in America. Government was conceived as the protector of individual natural rights, rather than as the abettor of the individual in the attainment of certain ends proposed for him by God. Little more than a decade later this view of government was given added authority by the Philadelphia Convention's insistence on a constitutional system which embodied checks and balances and the fragmentation of political power; although, as Arthur O. Lovejoy has pointed out, the "ablest members of the Constitutional Convention were well aware that their task --unlike that of the Continental Congress in 1776--was not to lay down abstract principles of political philosophy", the very fact that they were dealing with the practical exigencies of constitution-making underscored and reflected the general philosophical principles under which they were operating. The careful enumeration of powers granted to each branch of government, itself seemed to imply that there was a strict limit to
the collective jurisdiction of government beyond which it was not legitimate to encroach. The point, however, was not made so explicitly that all arguments were avoided: during Washing-
ton's first term as President the issue of whether the Constit-
ution was to be construed broadly or narrowly was raised over the matter of the establishment of a Bank of the United States. Although in this instance the Hamiltonian doctrine of implied powers carried the day, the issue was to recur with increasing intensity throughout the antebellum period and beyond.\textsuperscript{37}

The principal point I am trying to stress in all this is that whatever the philosophical beliefs of private individ-
uals concerning the proper role of government—I am thinking chiefly of Jefferson—the official orthodoxy of the American Revolution was to construe government as being a reactive agency, responding to events in the social and economic arena rather than initiating beneficial, though unneccessary, legislation.\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Lassiez faire}, therefore, became the prevalent political, as well as economic, doctrine of the United States. Two important and related implications flow from this fact. In the first place, the intensely individualistic outlook of liberal ideol-
ogy was reaffirmed in the sense that the performance of govern-
ment was measured in terms of its effectiveness in protecting individual rights, rather than in encouraging individuals in the exercise of those rights. This may seem paradoxical, but is not really because it indicated the unwillingness of either the revolutionaries or the Founding Fathers to invest govern-
ment with sufficient power which might, at some future date, be used to enslave the citizens. They preferred to accept the minimum guarantee of protection of Natural Rights, rather than
active encouragement, precisely because they mistrusted the nature of power and were sceptical of man's capacity to resist its temptations. However benign the uses to which it was to be put, power was by its very nature cumulative and, eventually, aggressive. "Power naturally grows", maintained John Adams, "because human passions are insatiable. But that power alone can grow which already is too great; that which is unchecked; that which has no equal power to control it." Even Jefferson, whom we have suggested above originally envisaged a more energetic role for government, later declared that "experience hath shewn, that even under the best forms [of government] those entrusted with power have, in time, and by slow operations perverted it into tyranny...."

The second implication, which arises from the first, is that society was regarded as a collection of individuals, rather than as a corporate personality which generated its own kind of Rousseanian "general will". The status of the individual, and the protection of his rights, was therefore elevated above the general good of the community so that if the Natural Rights of an individual were infringed by the action of the government, it was insufficient to claim that the greater good which accrued to the community as a whole was justification for the action. In this sense Natural Rights theory provided both an absolute standard of conduct and a clearly-defined set of goals towards which liberal types of government were orientated.

I have spent some time explaining the importance of Natural Rights theory for the ideology of the American Revolution because without such an explanation it is difficult to appreciate the gulf which separates the theoretical assumptions...
of Calhoun from those of the mainstream American political tradition. I do not mean to imply, of course, that a rigid adherence to the theory of Natural Rights persisted in American thought into the nineteenth century, for one of the main qualities of the theory was its peculiar relevance in explaining the moral relations between individuals and the state at a particular moment in time. Subsequently, when Americans had adapted to their new circumstances and no longer agonised over the legitimacy of the state, Natural Rights lost much of its potency as a justificatory formula, though its strategic position in the formation of revolutionary ideology guaranteed it a high rhetorical status in American political culture. Moreover, the legacy of Natural Rights was apparent in the concrete institutional arrangements devised during the revolutionary era; the reconstruction of state constitutions caused by the collapse of the colonial governments reflected, to a greater or lesser extent, a continuing faith in the Whig conception of politics and power. Although Governors were considered as the trustees of the sovereign power of the people, a whole range of institutional procedures was erected to ensure that they did not stray beyond their legitimate sphere. In the 1770s, the separation of powers—later so much a feature of the Federal Constitution of 1787—meant essentially guarding the judicial and legislative departments from the encroachment of the executive, which itself was severely circumscribed in its power of appointment, tenure and election. The ethos of Natural Rights theory, therefore, if not the theory itself, tended to survive the revolutionary generation in the form of the constitutional apparatus which originally gave expression to
If, under Natural Rights theory, the raison d'être of government was the protection (however that was construed) of individual rights, the same purpose is not ascribed to government in Calhoun's Disquisition. His explicit rejection of Natural Rights—that is, rights which inhere in each individual, which antedate and are not alienated by the formation of society—must mean that the purpose he ascribes to government and society cannot logically be defined in terms of the protection of such rights. It follows, therefore, that for Calhoun government and society must exist for some other purpose. But immediately we are confronted by an anomaly, for having abolished Natural Rights (the protection of which government was designed to guarantee), we find Calhoun displaying a profound reverence for liberty, a quality which in America had traditionally been accorded the status of a Natural Right. What, then, are we to make of Calhoun's attachment to liberty and where does it stand in his scale of political values? The answer to this question should give us the vital clue in understanding the values which Calhoun reveres above all others and in terms of which he judges the efficacy of political systems.

It is clear that Calhoun's high regard for liberty coupled with his reluctance to elevate it to a position of an absolute, inalienable Natural Right suggests that he did not consider it to be an end of government in itself, but as an instrument for achieving something even more valuable. There is an early hint on the first page of the Disquisition as to what Calhoun regards as the ultimate purpose of government and society, when he maintains that the social state is the only
condition in which man can "attain to a full development of his moral and intellectual faculties or raise himself, in the scale of being, much above the level of the brute creation." It appears, therefore, that Calhoun considers the "development of... moral and intellectual faculties" to be the primary purpose of society and this view is reinforced when one considers similar statements about the "perfection of his [man's] faculties" which recur sporadically throughout the text. This, then, is the germ of Calhoun's notion of progress and it leads to a more explicit formulation of the respective purposes of society and government. Although government and society are intimately connected, Calhoun places a higher value on the existence of society: "It is", he says, "the first in the order of things and in the dignity of its object; that of society being primary—to preserve and perfect our race—and that of government secondary and subordinate—to preserve and perfect society."  

We have already alluded in Chapter Five to the distinction which Calhoun makes between the purpose of government and the purpose of society. There, we concluded that although the purposes he assigns to each appear on the surface to be very different, in practice they differ hardly at all. What the difference actually amounts to is a division of function between government and society, which comprehends a unified over-all purpose; the purpose of government and society, therefore do not stand in antagonistic relation to one another, but on the contrary, are intended to be complementary. At this stage of the argument, however, it is appropriate to draw attention to certain implications which arise from Calhoun's
distinction because it helps explain some of the peculiar emphases Calhoun attaches to subsequent elements in the theory.

In the first place, although Calhoun considers the purpose of society to be "first in the order of things and in the dignity of its object",—that is, the preservation and perfection of the race—he is not at all explicit about what this entails. Indeed, he has far more to say about what the purpose of government is, even though by his own admission he considers it to be "secondary and subordinate". Of the two purposes he assigns to society, the preservation of the race is the more straightforward in the sense that it involves the personal security of the individuals who comprise the community. (Frankly, I do not think Calhoun's choice of the word "race" in this context was intended to imply any overtly racist connotation; it refers simply to the individuals who are included within the jurisdiction of the government.50) The maintenance of internal civil order and external security would have been regarded by even the most extreme libertarians as perfectly legitimate functions of society and of its agent the government, and would thus fall within the limits of liberal theory. The perfection of the race is, however, another matter, for it presumes that the community has a much more active responsibility in promoting the physical and moral well-being of the individuals who compose it. We have already discussed above how the alterations to Jefferson's Rough Draft of the Declaration of Independence were designed to repudiate such an interpretation of governmental power, and intended to hold government to the performance of certain specified funct-
ions. Here, however, it appears that Calhoun is prepared to allow the community a greater degree of latitude in the scope of its power than traditional liberal theory would tolerate.

But precisely how does society perform the functions of preservation and perfection that Calhoun ascribes to it? Society, as such, is an inactive force in the sense that it is nothing more than the community of individuals; it cannot itself do anything, except provide a congenial and convivial environment for its members, unless it has first established communal institutions of state which act as its instruments. Societies are inert until they create the means of acting through which the collective sense of the community may be expressed. In classical liberal theory, the purposes of government and society are necessarily identical because government cannot exist except to express and fulfil the will of the community. There exists, therefore, a unity of purpose between government and society. Calhoun, however, makes a distinction between the purposes of society and the purposes of government, and although the distinction itself amounts substantively to very little in practice, the very fact that he attempts a distinction at all causes him conceptual problems. For once he has decided to distinguish between government and society and their respective purposes, he cannot avoid admitting that society, taken on its own and divorced from government, doesn't actually do very much at all. This is why Calhoun, even though he regards society as "first in the order of things and in the dignity of its object", is not more specific about the ways in which society accomplishes its purposes; society can only perform its actions through the
agency of government and if the purposes of the two are separated it becomes difficult to describe precisely how society operates to fulfil its functions.

What, then, does all this amount to? Actually, taken in isolation, not very much, except that it highlights Calhoun's ambivalent view of the relation between society and government: at one point he is able to speak of them as being "intimately connected with and dependent on each other", but in his subsequent treatment of them he tends to abstract them from each other. This confusion may well be seen as the result of making the origin of government independent of the origin of society. In Lockean theory, government comes into being at the same time as civil society, and its existence is intended to facilitate the purposes of society. Calhoun, however, finds the impulse to form society and the impulse to form government in two separate facets of man's nature. He, therefore, loses the intimate and complementary connection which liberal theory establishes between the two institutions; for Calhoun, the creation of government and society is not the result of the deliberate and rational consideration of individuals about how best to secure their rights, but a function of innate (and therefore non-rational) instinct implanted in each individual by God. Furthermore, the original connection which Calhoun envisages between society and government is initially a negative one: government arises in order to restrain the conflict between men which occurs as a result of the predominance of their "individual" feelings. It is only subsequently that Calhoun ascribes to it a more positive role in preserving and perfecting society.
Viewed in this light it becomes understandable that Calhoun should have given a more detailed exposition of the purposes of government, as opposed to the purposes of society, and the means by which they are achieved. But does it therefore follow that in making a distinction of this nature he is committing a logical error? Strictly speaking, the answer is no; the distinction appears to be not so much faulty on logical grounds, as unnecessary. The question thus arises as to what Calhoun could possibly have intended to convey by making so unnecessary a distinction. It is, of course, possible that this conceptual muddle was entirely unintentional, in which case we have to presume that Calhoun did not fully realise the implications of what he was doing. If that, indeed, were the case then this facet of Calhoun's theory would be no more than an interesting, though inessential, curiosity. There is, however, one crucial consequence of Calhoun's distinction which leads us to suspect that it was inserted deliberately and for a specific reason.

When we examine more closely the purpose Calhoun assigns to government, we find that it is not to preserve and perfect the race (which is the purpose of society), but "to preserve and perfect society" itself. Calhoun therefore, as we have said, separates the purposes of government and society and comprehends them on different levels. The important consequence of this distinction is that it enables Calhoun to postulate the purpose of government in terms of service to the collectivity rather than to the individuals who comprise that collectivity. Calhoun is thus able to say that government exists to preserve and perfect the community at large, even at the...
expense of intruding upon the rights of certain individuals or groups within the community. As far as governments are concerned, then, their main purpose is to ensure the protection and survival of the community, even if it means taking unpalatable action against individuals; the good of the whole is at all times superior to the good of the parts. So, the distinction which we labelled above as being "unnecessary" actually unravels itself out into a subtle though vital shift of emphasis from the individualism of traditional American (Lockean) theory towards a form of collectivism it hardly knows.

I do not think this is too fanciful or exotic an interpretation of the juxtaposition of Calhoun's teleological assumptions. Nor do I think that Calhoun was unaware that such an implication should be drawn from the distinction he makes between the purposes of government and the purposes of society. Already, in speeches to the Senate, he had hinted at this anti-individualistic attitude; in February 1847 he maintained that "a vague, indefinite, erroneous, and most dangerous conception of private individual liberty" ought not "to override this great common liberty". The community possessed a higher right which took precedence over "the absolute right of individuals". Again, less than a year later, his attitude was summed up when he maintained that "With me the liberty of the country is all in all. If this be preserved, everything will be preserved, but if lost, all will be lost." The efficacy of statecraft was to be measured, therefore, in terms of the benefits which accrued to the community, and not to the separate individuals which made it up.
The superiority of the rights of the community over the rights of individuals was a further reflection of Calhoun's political and philosophical realism. He perceived that individual rights had to be exercised within the context of the community if they were to stand any chance of being realistically guaranteed. What was the good of individuals claiming abstract rights which had no means of being backed up by the force of the community? Might did not create right, to be sure, but rights unguarded by might were precarious indeed; even Rousseau, author of that maxim, had to concede that "social order is a sacred right which is the basis of all other rights."57 The community, for Calhoun as for Rousseau, provided a settled and secure environment within which individual rights could be safely enjoyed; without it there would be a state of social and political flux in which nothing, least of all individual rights, could be certainly guaranteed. The preeminent purpose of government, therefore, was to ensure that the community was protected from external attack and internal convulsions. "If it fail in either, maintained Calhoun, "it would fail in the primary end of government and would not deserve the name."58

Maintaining the physical security of the state was the most important function of government in Calhoun's formulation, but it was not the only one. Just as society was charged with supervising the perfection of the individuals within its jurisdiction, so government was assigned the task of perfecting society itself. On this point—the perfection of society by government—Calhoun was more forthcoming for the reasons suggested above, but the same problem arises
as with the perfection of individuals by society: what is the precise mechanism whereby government brings about the improvement of the community and what kind of improvement does Calhoun envisage anyway?

On this first point—the mechanism of social progress—Calhoun uncharacteristically misstated the function of government. His claim that the secondary object of good government was "to perfect society" implied that government had a direct and active responsibility to ensure the progressive improvement of the community. But in what ways could it accomplish that? Government could not "create" progress, so to speak, out of nothing and impose it on society from above; it had to operate through some kind of mechanism. It is at this point that Calhoun imprecisely defines the function of government, for having charged it with the task of perfecting society, he then goes on to show how actually it does nothing more than harness the natural energy of individuals within society. The progressive impulse—Calhoun calls it the "mainspring" to improvement—does not lie in government after all, but is embedded in the nature of man; its status is therefore the same as the innate instincts which impel men to associate with each other in the social state.

The mainspring to progress, according to Calhoun, is the competitive spirit which motivates each individual, the "desire of individuals to better their condition." Calhoun assumes that this desire is a universal characteristic of man, and properly harnessed, can be used as a motor of social progress. He assumes, moreover, that the progress of a community is the by-product of individual effort, that is, it
results from the individuals of a community actively pursuing their own interests unhindered by government or any other agency. Now, for this kind of progress to occur, a variety of preconditions are required. In the first place, the individuals of the community must be free to follow their chosen pursuits: liberty is thus "indispensable" because it "leaves each [individual] free to pursue the course he may deem best to promote his interest and happiness...." Calhoun, therefore, conceives liberty not as the Natural Rights theorists did as an end of government in itself, but as an instrument for, and a necessary precondition of, attaining social progress. Calhoun thus elevates the progress of the community above the protection of individual liberty as the purpose of political association.

There is further evidence of Calhoun's readiness to sublimate the protection of liberty as an ultimate political value in the second precondition he lays down for the encouragement of social progress. As well as being free to pursue their interests to the best of their ability, individuals must also know that what they achieve through their efforts will be secure for their own enjoyment. Security is therefore equally indispensable because it "gives assurance to each that he shall not be deprived of the fruits of his exertions to better his condition." It follows, then, that the liberty Calhoun allows individuals is by no means absolute, for it is delimited by the necessity of maintaining a stable social order in which the enjoyment of property can be maximised. This guarantee is essential in Calhoun's scheme because without it individuals would be less disposed to engage in the competitive enterprise,
and the motor of social progress would thus be weakened.

Calhoun's theory of progress is founded on the principle of human inequality because the competitive spirit in man can only work if natural inequalities of condition are maintained. He went out of his way in the Disquisition to refute the "opinion that liberty and equality are so intimately united that liberty cannot be perfect without perfect equality."

Equality of citizens before the law, he conceded, but "to go further and make equality of condition essential to liberty would be to destroy both liberty and progress." "The reason is that inequality of condition, while it is a necessary consequence of liberty, is at the same time indispensable to progress", because, "... as individuals differ greatly from each other in intelligence, sagacity, energy, perseverance, skill, habits of industry and economy, physical power, position and opportunity—the necessary effect of leaving all free to exert themselves to better their condition must be a corresponding inequality between those who may possess these qualities and advantages in a high degree and those who may be deficient in them." Calhoun considered the possibility of attempting, through the agency of government, to diffuse a spirit of equality throughout the community, by either restricting the range of "exertions" open to individuals who possessed the qualities he listed above or by depriving them of the fruits of their labour. He rejected such a course, however, on the grounds that the first instance would be destructive of liberty and the second destructive of progress. Calhoun concluded that "It is, indeed this inequality of condition between the front and rear ranks, in the march of progress, which gives so strong an
impulse to the former to maintain their position, and to the latter to press forward into their files. This gives to progress its greatest impulse. To force the front rank back to the rear or attempt to push forward the rear into line with the front, by the interposition of government, would put an end to the impulse and effectually arrest the march of progress." 64

But if Calhoun makes the "mainspring to progress" a function of innate instinct—that is, the desire of individuals to better their condition—how can he claim that it is the purpose of government to perfect society? The answer to this lies in the delicate balance Calhoun establishes between the quantum of liberty he allows individuals on the one hand, and the quantum of security necessary to preserve social order on the other. The function of government in this respect is to create the optimum conditions under which social progress may be realised by establishing the correct equilibrium between liberty and security. Even though the raw materials, so to speak, out of which progress may be fashioned are innate in each individual, they have to be channelled correctly in order to produce the maximum benefit to the community as a whole. Government exists, therefore, not simply to monopolise the coercive apparatus of the state, but also to act as the mechanism which sets the relative balance between liberty and authority out of which social progress may be distilled. This function, moreover, is a continuing one because Calhoun envisaged the scale of liberty and authority in a dynamic relation: the proportions of each were relative to the changing circumstances of the community, even though the criteria which determined these
proportions remained constant.

Calhoun laid great emphasis on the balance of liberty and power and on the formula by which they were held in perfect equilibrium. The point was that an excess of either quality was likely to lead to a degeneration of society. If the community enjoyed too great a degree of liberty, the government was weakened to the extent that it was rendered "incompetent to fulfill its primary end—the protection of society against dangers, internal and external. The effect of this would be insecurity; and of insecurity, to weaken the impulse of individuals to better their condition and thereby retard progress and improvement." Similarly, an excess of governmental power would lead to the contraction of the sphere of liberty enjoyed by the citizens, and thus reduce the range of "exertions" they could engage in. In either instance, it was society as a whole that suffered and it was this that Calhoun was most anxious to avoid. The formula that he developed to circumvent this possibility has the symmetry of a mathematical equation: to power "there must ever be allotted, under all circumstances, a sphere sufficiently large to protect the community against danger from without and violence and anarchy within. The residuum belongs to liberty. More cannot be safely or rightly allotted to it." Calhoun's ultimate political values are very nearly in sight, for as the quotation above reveals, he leans heavily towards power rather than liberty. This is confirmed just a page later in the Disquisition when he maintains that "Liberty, indeed, though among the greatest of blessings, is not so great as that of protection, inasmuch as the end of the
former is the progress and improvement of the race, whilst that of the latter is its preservation and perpetuation. And hence, when the two come into conflict, liberty must, and ever ought to yield to protection, as the existence of the race is of greater moment than its improvement."\textsuperscript{67} Calhoun was prepared to tolerate an excess of power rather than liberty because ultimately the security of the state was of paramount importance; indeed, it was a necessary precondition to social progress. An excess of power at least maintained the survival of the state, even if it were under a despotic government, but an excess of liberty "would lead to anarchy .... the greatest of all curses."\textsuperscript{68}

Calhoun's formula for maintaining the proper balance of liberty and authority required that the proportions of each be adjusted periodically to conform to the changing circumstances of the community, but the criteria according to which they were adjusted remained constant. Calhoun recognised that communities at different stages of social development would vary the proportions and would "assign to them \textsuperscript{[}liberty and power\textsuperscript{]} different limits."\textsuperscript{69} He was therefore acknowledging that there existed a kind of cultural relativism which determined for different communities at different stages of development the proper mixture of liberty and authority. The precise factors which affected the equation he divided into two categories, physical and moral. Amongst the physical factors he cited as an example communities which had "open and exposed frontiers surrounded by powerful and hostile neighbours";\textsuperscript{70} such societies necessarily required a greater degree of power and a corresponding contraction of liberty.
Important as physical factors were, Calhoun considered moral factors to be "by far the most influential". These concerned the intrinsic qualities of the citizens of a particular society—the degrees of intelligence, patriotism and virtue that they possessed and their experience and proficiency in the art of self-government.

But the overriding question in all this remained: who was to decide in the last resort what the relative proportions of liberty and power should be? It could not be left to the government for the obvious reason that it would be acting as judge in its own cause, and the temptation to accumulate to itself increasing quantities of power would be irresistible. Calhoun wrote that "If there be a political proposition universally true—one which springs directly from the nature of man, and is independent of circumstances—it is that irresponsible power is inconsistent with liberty, and must corrupt those who exercise it." Calhoun's proposed solution was entirely consistent with his collectivist outlook: the community as a whole was charged with the responsibility of assigning the relative proportions of liberty and power, and of guarding the communal liberty against unnecessary encroachments by the government. The proper balance was achieved by constructing a government which by its own interior structure would automatically collect the sense of the community by consulting not only numbers, but also interests. This is Calhoun's celebrated principle of the concurrent majority, and in the final chapter we shall be examining it in greater detail.

In this chapter I have sought to draw attention to a number of important elements of Calhoun's political theory.
which are not immediately apparent on the surface. Most important is the anti-individualistic implication of his teleology, which scholars have until recently failed spectacularly to grasp and which puts Calhoun beyond the pale of mainstream political thought in this period of American history.\textsuperscript{74} Individual rights, for Calhoun, were always predicated upon the order and progress of the community as a whole and against the highest good of the state appeals to abstract individual rights had little valid claim. Related to his collectivist outlook is the second major point I want to draw attention to, that is Calhoun's emphasis on the coercive function of government. In classical liberal theory, the usual formulation that government should possess only that amount of power which was consistent with the liberty of the citizens and necessary for the maintenance of public order. The emphasis of the \textit{Disquisition}, however, is precisely the reverse: Calhoun is only prepared to tolerate that amount of liberty which is consistent with the ultimate security of society. Indeed, Calhoun finds the relation between power and liberty to be basically complementary in a way in which neither the American revolutionaries nor the Founding Fathers could. "The more perfectly a government combines power and liberty", he wrote, "--that is, the greater its power and the more enlarged and secure the liberty of individuals--the more perfectly it fulfills the ends for which government is ordained."\textsuperscript{75}

Finally, I have attempted to show that Calhoun abandons Natural Rights theory as the explanation and justification of the existence of government and its purposes. In its place he substitutes the less precisely defined concept of social prog-
ress which arises from the creative tension caused by the balancing of liberty and power. Government, embodying the principle of the concurrent majority, is charged with the task of perfecting, as well as protecting, society. But so far we have not investigated what Calhoun meant by the perfection of society, and so in the following and penultimate chapter we shall make an attempt to clarify the possible senses in which Calhoun conceived the notion of social progress.
Although we have established in the previous chapter that Calhoun conceived the purpose of society and the state in a different light to the Natural Rights theorists—that is, in terms of social progress—it is still not clear what precisely he meant when he used the term. (Actually, Calhoun employed a number of different terms interchangeably in the text when referring to the general concept of progress; we have already noted that the secondary function he assigns to government is to "perfect" society, and elsewhere in the work he speaks of the "development" or "improvement" of man's faculties.) What Calhoun had in mind when he spoke in these terms is nowhere fully spelled out in the text, and this makes a proper understanding of his idea of progress a more difficult, though essential, task. The difficulty is compounded by the fact that the idea of progress, as all writers on the subject are generally agreed, is a nebulous one which is, and historically has been, capable of a variety of (often conflicting) meanings. When one speaks of "progress", one cannot point, as one can with (say) "liberalism", to a reasonably tight-knit set of coherent propositions to which all individuals who believe in progress subscribe. The idea has been used in a strict sense by the philosophically-minded to describe a particular theoretical orientation towards the process of history, in which the succession of natural events is seen as unfolding towards an ultimate teleological goal. This version of the idea is, however, a specialised one, and
it is more common in popular usage for progress to denote nothing more than the vague feeling that what the future holds will, in some unspecified and mysterious sense, be an improvement on the past and present. The idea of progress, therefore, embraces not only a wide divergence in meaning, but is also comprehended at different levels of sophistication.

All this suggests that to establish with precision the meaning of Calhoun's notion of progress, a specialised methodological procedure is required. It will be recalled that in chapter one we discussed in some detail the formulae proposed by Quentin Skinner for understanding the meaning of ideas contained in the texts of a past age, and concluded that the proper procedure was to treat the context "as an ultimate framework for helping to decide what conventionally recognizable meanings, in a society of that kind, it might in principle have been possible for someone to have intended to communicate." This procedure is particularly applicable in the case of an idea which has a variety of meanings upon which there is little common agreement. The first step, therefore, in determining what Calhoun could conceivably have meant by the idea of progress is to establish the range of possible meanings which were current in America at the time he was writing. I do not mean to suggest that we should make a comprehensive study of the various ways in which progress was defined in the first part of nineteenth century America, for that would be beyond the scope of this dissertation, and in any case, Arthur Eckirch has already provided just such an excellent survey. What I am saying is that the Disquisition
should be used as a guide to Calhoun's thinking on the subject of progress, and where the meaning of the text is not altogether clear, this should be clarified by evaluating it within the context of contemporary usage. This, incidentally, is the one instance where Calhoun's other utterances (his political speeches and personal correspondence, for example) may legitimately be consulted without violating the methodological maxim laid down in the first chapter concerning the autonomy of the text: providing that the special status of the text is recalled and that we study such sources only with the intention of clarifying an obscure point in the text, and not of "reconstructing" a unified doctrine out of the scattered references contained in unrelated papers, then this is an acceptable, indeed fruitful, procedure.  

In order to make this task more manageable and to provide a point of reference, it is necessary to propose a preliminary definition of the idea of progress against which we can measure the version held by Calhoun. This is, however, not as easy as it first appears, for, as we have suggested above, it is easier to describe what people have, at various times and within various cultures, believed progress to be than it is to define the idea itself. Any definition of progress needs to be sufficiently broad to encompass all the multifarious facets of the idea, but not so broad as to be meaningless; thus, a definition which emphasises the meliorative vision of the future at the expense of a post hoc justification of the past can only be partially successful. Sidney Pollard has suggested that the component elements of progress include "the assumption that a pattern of change
exists in the history of mankind, that this pattern is known, that it consists of irreversible changes in one general direction only, and that this direction is towards improvement from 'a less to a more desirable state of affairs'. Put plainly, the idea of progress implies the belief that things have been improving in the past and that they will continue to improve in the future. This is the definition which we shall be using in our examination of Calhoun's notion of progress.

We shall proceed, therefore, by resolving this definition into its four constituent parts and examining the Disquisition's idea of progress under these heads: (a) the scope of progress, that is, the areas in which progress is commonly thought to have taken place; (b) the scale of values which determines that progress is "desirable"; (c) the scientific ethos brought to bear on the perspective of history and finally (d) the faith in the continuing progress of the future.

(a) "Things..."

Although there is widespread support for the belief that some kind of progress has taken place in the past, there is little common agreement about the areas in which it has been effected. Sidney Pollard has made a useful conceptual division of the scope of progress by postulating four broad categories (each one narrower than the last) in which progress is thought to have taken place. (These categories are based on what he presumes to be the number of people who have historically believed in the various kinds of progress.) In the first and largest category are those who believe that an advancement has been made, and will continue to be made, in the realm of
knowledge, particularly in the natural sciences. The dissemination of knowledge, scientific or otherwise, is thought by many to be of itself a mark of progress and civilisation, though it is probably true to say that the majority value it for the material benefits it affords. In this respect, scientific research which leads subsequently to technological development has an obvious advantage in ushering in progress because it is concerned with the more efficient management of natural resources, which in turn creates wealth for a particular group in society which when diffused throughout the community provides a "better" material standard of living. In this sense, the advance in knowledge is not regarded as an end in itself but as the means of achieving a more desirable economic circumstance. Economic progress is understandably the most potent form of the idea because it touches each individual in the most direct of ways. There is amongst some people the strong belief that if a sufficiently high standard of economic progress is achieved, other forms of progress—particularly in the arts—will follow naturally. 12

There is little doubt from reading the Disquisition that Calhoun conceived the idea of progress in the sense of economic betterment. By making the competitive impulse inherent in man the "mainspring" to progress, he was giving the idea an unmistakably acquisitive stamp. Indeed, Calhoun himself perceptively noted in 1817 that one of the peculiar characteristics of Americans was their economic materialism: "Our countrymen", he said, "with many admirable qualities, are, in my opinion, greatly distinguished by the love of acquisition— I will not call it avarice—and the love of honorable distinct—
I object to neither of these traits. They both grow necessarily out of the character of our country and institutions." Moreover, the political equation he was most keen to establish, that is the balance between liberty and authority, is a further reflection of the economic cast of his thinking. For progress to occur, according to Calhoun, man must be sufficiently free to engage in pursuits which are best calculated to gratify his desires; these desires originate in the natural inequality of mankind which a benign Providence has ordained for the good of the whole. Being unequal in condition, by which Calhoun means wealth, status, skill and intelligence, and possessing a competitive spirit, man is equipped with the motivation to engage in competitive enterprise with his fellows in order to better his own condition. Those who have the requisite qualities in a high degree are motivated to maintain their position against the competing efforts of others because the rewards they earn are worthwhile and gratifying. It is therefore essential for a successful political system to guarantee a measure of security for the rewards which men have earned through their own exertions. Liberty and security are thus complementary in Calhoun's scheme of politics, and the purpose of government is to assess the balance of the two qualities which is most likely to be of benefit to the community as a whole. The progress of society is not, nor can it ever be, independent of the progress of the individuals who compose it because it results from the harnessing of the energies of its citizens. Social progress is thus ultimately a by-product of the pursuit of individual self-interest.  
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The whole tenor of the Disquisition bears this imprint of economic—or, as I have said, acquisitive—progress. The desire to acquire material possessions is presumed to be the most potent motivating force and Calhoun makes his theory of government dependent upon it. At one point in the text, Calhoun equates wealth with intelligence, and poverty with ignorance and this may be seen as a reflection of the natural inequality of humankind;¹⁶ those who are endowed by God with a greater degree of intelligence are better able to perceive where their interests lie and how best to pursue those interests, while the less intelligent are unable to do much more than react to the initiative of the intelligent. It was therefore logical for Calhoun to deduce that the intelligent would become the wealthier portions of the community—always provided of course, that they coupled their intelligence with industry. This did not absolve them, however, from displaying a sense of social responsibility—a sense of noblesse oblige—towards those who were less well equipped to compete against them; Calhoun specifically states that a government founded on the principle of concurrence would produce an identity of interest between the rich and the poor which would have the highest good of the community in mind by enabling the poor to come under the leadership and protection of the wealthy.¹⁷ This is a curiously jarring note to come up in the middle of a theory which is founded on the ruthlessly competitive impulse of man, for if the wealthy have a responsibility to protect the poor, and assuming that they discharge this duty, would this not lessen the incentive of the poor to improve their own condition? And if that is the case, would it not mean that the
natural inequality of condition which exists between men—and which is the motor of progress—is mitigated to the extent that the progress of the community is arrested?

Indeed, it would seem that by allowing men to have "sympathetic or social" feelings as well as "individual and direct" (self-interested) feelings, Calhoun is incorporating into the theory a means whereby the delicate interplay of human desires and impulses which produces social progress may be frustrated. How may this be explained?

Once again, we must revert to Calhoun's collectivist outlook for an explanation of the duties the wealthy owe the poor. Calhoun, as we have said in the previous chapter, is preeminently concerned with the good of the community as a whole and not simply with one or two leading interest groups within it. The most important priority of the state is the physical protection of its citizens, whether from external aggression by citizens of another state or from anarchic elements within its own boundaries. In both cases, the governmental apparatus needs to possess sufficient coercive power to be able to repel foreign invaders and to maintain public order. In the first instance—foreign attack—there is little that government can do beforehand to forestall aggression other than develop contingency plans for military preparedness. In the second instance, however, pure coercive power is not sufficient to guarantee the smooth running of society against the determined attacks of anarchic elements, or if it is sufficient it proves too much of a drain on the resources of the community. It is therefore not in the interests of the wealthier portions of the community to carry the exploitation
of the poor to the extent that the fabric of society is threatened. Calhoun recognises that potential conflict within society, which is not channelled into peaceful processes of resolution, is likely to defeat both the ends which society is originally intended to achieve— that is, the preservation of its citizens and the progress of the community as a whole. And as society progresses, the antagonisms which exist between the wealthy and poor are accentuated: "For as the community becomes populous, wealthy, refined, and highly civilized, the difference between the rich and poor will become more strongly marked, and the number of the ignorant and dependent greater in proportion to the rest of the community. With the increase of this difference, the tendency to conflict between them will become stronger; and as the poor and dependent become more numerous in proportion, there will be in governments of the numerical majority no want of leaders among the wealthy and ambitious to excite and direct them in their efforts to obtain the control."¹⁸

The interests of the community—and, incidentally, of the wealthy—are best served if the poor are not pushed to the extremes of poverty, that is, to the extent that they no longer perceive any benefits to be gained from maintaining the community. If such social disintegration were to occur, no group would benefit (least of all the wealthy) and no individual would be able to claim the personal protection of society. A sense of noblesse oblige on the part of the wealthy is thus the most painless way of forestalling social dislocation. On the grounds of utility, it pays the wealthy to forego a certain amount of progress in order to preserve the orderliness of
the community and to avoid disruption which would jeopardise the whole of their property. In view of the calamitous nature of anarchy—"the greatest of all curses"—it seems a small price to pay.

This is, I think, a reasonable explanation of why Calhoun lays a degree of responsibility on the wealthy to protect the poor. It is an attempt "to enlist the individual on the side of the social feelings to promote the good of the whole." I should point out, however, that Calhoun does not suggest ways in which this should be accomplished, nor does he amplify on the degree to which this responsibility should be taken. (Presumably, he would say that the poor should be helped only to the extent of forestalling potential discontent amongst them, which, of course, leaves the question entirely flexible and open-ended.) It is not difficult to see where this sense of noblesse oblige in Calhoun's thought originated, for in parts of Southern slave society there existed a highly developed notion of the mutual duties and obligations of slaves and masters which formed part of the South's Romantic feudal dream. The thrust of Fitzhugh's later defence of slavery took the form of a violent indictment of the northern system of "wage slavery". It was, he argued, a more pernicious and degrading form of exploitation because it permitted industrial capitalists to escape their responsibilities to their labourers. For Fitzhugh, the South's "peculiar institution" represented an entire social system, not simply an economic relation, within which the duties and responsibilities of masters and slaves were defined. It was this kind of paternalistic outlook that Calhoun, as a slaveholder himself, shared and which
is evident in the part of the Disquisition we have been discussing. 22

We have strayed somewhat from the original point—that Calhoun conceived progress primarily in terms of economic acquisitiveness—though not without profit, for we have emphasised Calhoun's division of society into the economic classes "wealthy" and "poor". The point is that in Calhoun's vision of society, the existence of both classes was an intrinsic necessity if social progress were to be achieved: the poor were to be allowed to compete in a free enterprise system for the material benefits which the wealthy enjoyed, while the wealthy themselves, fearful of being overtaken by their competitors, were encouraged to maintain their position by increasing their exertions. In the Disquisition, then, Calhoun envisaged a dynamic relation between the classes which contrasts singularly with the static reality of slavery, for slavery, as R.M. Hare has pointed out, is primarily a legal status which prevents by law the slave from competing on the same grounds as the freeman. 23 The type of society that Calhoun was describing in the Disquisition was an idealised one which bore little relation to either the southern slave system or to the "wage slavery" of the North, and in his less philosophical moods Calhoun was prepared to concede the point. In 1837, he told the Senate that "There never has yet existed a wealthy and civilized society in which one portion of the community did not, in point of fact, live on the labour of the other", 24 but by his own later reckoning this is exactly the type of society which leads to stagnation and decadence: if the wealthy are released from the drudgery of their exertions, supposedly to follow higher cultural pursuits, it is also true
that they lose the incentive to compete to maintain their position, and ultimately it is the community which suffers because the conditions which lead to social progress are abandoned.

Calhoun's interpretation of progress, as economic acquisitiveness, was consonant with, and largely shaped by, the dominant American interpretation of the idea. History had conspired with geography to produce in the American imagination an overwhelming confidence that with due application and industry, the vast natural resources of the continent could be tapped for the nation's benefit. But wealth could only flow from the raw materials once the appropriate scientific and technological processes had been refined and perfected. Between 1815 and 1860, therefore, a stream of technological inventions appeared in America prompted by the industrial revolution. According to Arthur Ekirch, "the older interest of the eighteenth century enlightenment in pure science was supplanted by the increasing domination during the nineteenth-century of utilitarian science."25 Although Ekirch overstates the purely theoretical nature of the Enlightenment's interest in science (could anyone accuse Franklin or Jefferson of being too theoretical?), he is right to stress the practical usefulness of nineteenth century technology, because it was the means whereby the raw materials of the continent were converted into the wealth of the nation. Amongst the most important of these advances were the development of the railroad, the application of electrical power to manufacturing industries, and in the realm of communications, the invention of the telegraph.26

Calhoun, no less than other Americans of his generation,
shared in the faith and optimism of advancing science and technology. In the *Disquisition*, he showed himself keenly sensitive to the effects of such progress on man's condition and on the fabric of social institutions. He maintained, for example, that the vastly increased importance of the role of public opinion was directly attributable to "the many discoveries and inventions made in the last few centuries". Amongst the older discoveries he singled out the "practical application of the magnetic power to the purposes of navigation by the invention of the mariner's compass, the discovery of the mode of making gunpowder and its application to the art of war, and the invention of the art of printing." Each of these had contributed not only to man's material progress but also to a great increase and diffusion of knowledge". "Through the invention of the mariner's compass the globe has been circum-navigated and explored, and all who inhabit it, with but few exceptions, brought within the sphere of an all-pervading commerce, which is daily diffusing over its surface the light and blessings of civilization. Through that of the art of printing the fruits of observation and reflection, of discoveries and inventions, with all the accumulated stores of previously acquired knowledge, are preserved and widely diffused. The application of gunpowder to the art of war has forever settled the long conflict for ascendancy between civilization and barbarism in favor of the former, and thereby guarantied [sic] that whatever knowledge is now accumulated or may hereafter be added shall never again be lost." 28

Important as these older scientific advances were, they were but the foundations--the necessary preconditions-- of
modern technological progress. The more recent developments in chemistry and mechanics had greatly accelerated the pace of change beyond anything that had been previously imagined, and had increased the potential wealth of nations by utilising more efficiently their natural resources. Calhoun recognised the economic implications involved in the application of such inventions to the manufacturing industries, though he was less willing to acknowledge the social and political consequences.

The application of steam to machinery, for example, had "increased many-fold the productive powers of labor and capital", thereby creating a greater degree of wealth for the community; but increased mechanical efficiency implied a corresponding decline in the numbers needed in the labour force, which led both to a higher level of unemployment and a depression in the level of wages. Technological progress thus proved to be a doubled-edged sword: it increased the aggregate wealth of the community but in the process accentuated differences between rich and poor. By the 1830s, social reformers like Robert Dale Owen were beginning to perceive that technology was not an unmixed blessing. In 1830, he wrote: "I see the immense modern powers of production might be a blessing, and that they are a curse. I see that machinery, instead of aiding the labourer, is brought into the market against him; and that it thus reduces his wages and injures his situation." Calhoun, however, refused to concede that such progress could be anything other than beneficial; he accepted that a higher level of unemployment was unavoidable, but saw this as an opportunity for the unemployed to "devote themselves to study and improvement". He was apparently unconcerned as to how they should
do this when they were unable even to obtain an adequate degree of subsistence.

Calhoun's faith that technological advancement would ultimately and inevitably lead to economic progress was a one-sided view, but one which most Americans of his generation shared. The contrary view, represented by Robert Dale Owen's statement cited above, was most definitely a minority position; Owen, along with other social reformers and labour leaders, perceived the social effects of machine technology on individual men and women who were thrown out of work, while Calhoun and the majority could only see the economic benefits which accrued to the community. It is significant that Calhoun singles out as evidence of progress those technological inventions which contribute to an increase and improvement in commercial relations, like "The application of steam to the purposes of travel and transportation by land and water," and the telegraph which rivals "in rapidity even thought itself." All this adds up to Calhoun having a very definite sense of progress as material advancement.

There would seem, however, to be another sense in which Calhoun was conceiving the idea of progress, that is as a gradual improvement in the moral nature of man itself. Throughout the Disquisition, Calhoun refers to the development of man's moral and intellectual faculties as being the primary purpose of society. Presumably, the intellectual improvement of man was partially dependent on the availability of knowledge which in turn relied on improvements in printing techniques. But in what senses did Calhoun think that the essence of man's moral nature could be changed? Indeed, the implication that it
could be changed at all seems to run counter to his other assertions in the text that man's nature was unalterable. We noted in chapter six that Calhoun compared the unchanging nature of man to the universal and immutable laws of astronomy and elsewhere in the Disquisition he was equally emphatic about the impossibility of man overcoming his natural moral make-up: man's "social feelings may", says Calhoun, "... in a state of safety and abundance, combined with high intellectual and moral culture, acquire great expansion and force, but not so great as to overcome this all-pervading and essential law of animated existence"—by which he meant the law of self-preservation. Again, in his discussion of the value of a free press as an organ of public opinion, Calhoun states that "The press may do much—by giving impulse to the progress of knowledge and intelligence—to aid the cause of education and to bring about salutary changes in the condition of society. These, in turn, may do much to explode political errors, to teach how governments should be constructed in order to fulfil their ends, and by what means they can be best preserved when so constructed. They may also do much to enlarge the social and to restrain the individual feelings, and thereby to bring about a state of things when far less power will be required by governments to guard against internal disorder and violence and external danger, and when, of course, the sphere of power may be greatly contracted and that of liberty proportionally enlarged. But all this would not change the nature of man, nor supersede the necessity of government." Given the apparent incontrovertibility of these assertions, what interpretation are we to place on Calhoun's belief that man is, in some way, capable of improve-
There are occasions in the Disquisition where one gains the impression that Calhoun was not asserting the possibility of the personal moral improvement of individuals, so much as the collective moral progress of the community. This interpretation is not without its difficulties for Calhoun specifically states at one point that "public and private morals are so nearly allied [and] .... That which corrupts and debases the community politically must also corrupt and debase it morally." But at another point—during a discussion of the criteria according to which power and liberty are apportioned—Calhoun uses the word "moral" in connection with a number of public or civic qualities, among which are the "different degrees of intelligence, patriotism, and virtue among the mass of the community, and their experience and proficiency in the art of self-government." Now, if the purpose of government, as we have already noted, is to protect and perfect society, and to perfect society "it is necessary to develop the faculties, intellectual and moral, with which man is endowed", this would seem to suggest that government is charged with the task of diffusing a sense of political rather than personal virtue throughout the community. This is seen most clearly in the case of "patriotism", which is pre-eminently a public virtue designed to emphasise the individual's attachment to the community. In all this, Calhoun is not concerned with the personal virtue of individuals in itself (mainly because he does not believe in it), but rather with channelling the natural inclinations of man so that they are harnessed for the public good. Moreover, the way in which
society organizes its political institutions is crucial in determining what elements of man's nature are developed; Calhoun argues that governments of the concurrent majority are more likely to encourage the individual qualities of "knowledge, wisdom, patriotism and virtue" than governments of the numerical majority which foster "cunning, fraud, treachery, and party devotion". Governments must therefore be carefully constructed in such a way as to develop the "character" of the community by enlisting "the individual on the side of the social feelings to promote the good of the whole."

If this interpretation is correct, it has two important implications for an understanding of Calhoun's political theory. In the first place, it reaffirms the argument advanced earlier that Calhoun rejects the individualist approach to politics and instead places a higher value on the development of the community. Secondly, it portrays Calhoun's notion of the community in almost Rousseauian terms as having the attributes of a collective personality which generates a general will and a common good all of its own, independent of the individual moral virtue of its citizens. Calhoun, despairing of any hope of an improvement in the nature of man, looks instead to the ways in which a communal virtue (having as its object the good of the community) may be fabricated out of that flawed nature. The question remains as to how the naturally selfish impulses of man may be negated, and ultimately converted to secure the public welfare. The answer which Calhoun puts forward is substantially the same one that Madison and the Founding Fathers proposed three-quarters of a century
earlier: man's passions must be neutralised by virtue of a sound and balanced constitution. Calhoun, therefore, does not conceive the moral progress of man in terms of the personal improvement in the nature of individuals, but in the capacity of men to construct social institutions which are adequate to the task of restraining his baser instincts and diverting them into creative channels.

Viewed in this light, there is considerable logic in Calhoun's pairing of the "moral" faculties of man with the "intellectual" as the objects of improvement, because the progress of the one is dependent on the progress of the other. If the moral progress of man is comprehended in terms of the increasing efficiency of political institutions to control him, this implies a prior improvement in the capacity of the human mind to grasp the elements which best achieve this. Social institutions can only be properly improved if there is an increase in reliable information about how they operate on the community. Calhoun is acutely aware that the success of social engineering of this kind depends largely on the extent to which it coincides with the temperament of the people. "A constitution, to succeed, must spring from the bosom of the community and must be adapted to the intelligence of the people.... If it does not, it will prove in practice to be not a constitution, but a cumbrous and useless machine...." This does not imply, of course, that constitutions are to be prescribed according to a set of a priori beliefs; Calhoun is simply arguing that the political knowledge necessary to construct a worthwhile and lasting constitution must include information which arises from the historical experience of
the nation. So far from arguing that political constitutions should be based on abstract reason, Calhoun actually believes that they arise from "fortunate circumstances acting in conjunction with some pressing danger". Calhoun is profoundly sceptical of man's ability to "plan and construct constitutional governments, with a full knowledge of the principles on which they were formed, or to reduce them to practice without the pressure of some immediate and urgent necessity." Nevertheless, it remains an ideal for him that constitutions should periodically undergo some deliberately planned change in response to the evolving circumstances of the nation. Calhoun actually makes provision for such change by prescribing a flexible relation between liberty and security; where a community possesses the moral qualities sufficient for self-government, it is entitled to extend the sphere of liberty and contract the sphere of power whilst the reverse is true for a people who have not yet attained the requisite moral qualities.

In this section we have discussed the senses in which Calhoun used the notion of progress, and we have concluded that it was primarily and overwhelmingly used to connote economic and materialistic acquisitiveness. Science and technology in early nineteenth century America provided the most obvious evidence of progress of this kind by converting into wealth more efficiently the nation's resources. Yet there was a secondary sense in which Calhoun used the term progress to mean the gradual adaptation of social institutions to correspond with the character of the people. This is, I think, what he must mean when he talks of moral progress because he emphatically denies that man's nature itself is capable of improvement.
Moreover, Calhoun's remarks coincide with a generally increasing scepticism that man was capable of moral progress. Some, like Henry C. Carey and William Ellery Channing, were able to maintain that moral progress was possible and would be achieved in time, but an increasingly discordant note was struck by men like Timothy Flint, editor of Knickerbocker magazine, who wrote in September 1833 that the "physical improvements of the country have infinitely outbalanced the advance in morals." For Calhoun, progress in both senses of the term was entirely beneficial and desirable and he appears not to have considered the possibility that it was not so for all the people. In the next brief section, we shall examine the scale of values which decreed for Calhoun that economic and political changes were progressive.

(b) "... had been improving..."

In the definition of progress that we suggested at the beginning of this chapter, the word "improving" necessarily implies that a judgement of value has been made in the areas in which some degree of change has taken place. The question arises as to what the scale of values is which determines that such change is desirable and beneficial. This has been the source of much confusion and may account substantially for the lack of precision with which the notion of progress is treated, for, as Sidney Pollard has maintained, the belief in progress implies that there exists a "scale of values outside the areas of history itself, and not historically condit-
ioned, against which the improvement postulated by "Progress" may be measured. 46 But if such standards of judgement are extrinsic to history, from what do they derive their meaning and validity? Prior to the eighteenth century—the century which gave birth to the fully-fledged idea of progress—medieval philosophers derived a teleological explanation of the movement of history from religious ideologies, particularly from Judaeo-Christian ideas. History was not seen as a series of recurring cycles (as the Greeks had postulated), but as a linear movement towards a definite end; 47 in Christian cosmology history was purposeful and deliberate and would eventually culminate in the Second Coming of Christ and the Final Judgement. The secularisation of thought which began in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries with the rise of modern science did much to convert the Christian notion of Providence into the Enlightenment idea of Progress, though ironically in the process of secularisation it lost its universality as a standard of judgement. 48 Progress, as the Enlightenment philosophes envisaged it, remained teleological, but emphatically not eschatological; the goal of human history would not be realised by an objective event in the future, but by the active effort on the part of mankind to eradicate evil from the world. But in dispensing with the peculiarly objective nature of Christian teleology, the philosophes were forced to substitute their own historically conditioned scale of values and to portray it as a supposedly universal standard of judgement for all human progress.

The essence of the Enlightenment's concept of progress was the optimistic belief that the audacious advances in know-
ledge—particularly in the experimental sciences—could be enlisted in the campaign to better man's condition on earth. Knowledge was the key to all progress because it opened up the way to improvement in all spheres of human endeavour; scientific discoveries, for example, not only made more efficient use of natural resources in the creation of wealth, but it also gave great impetus to developments in medicine and cure.\footnote{The scientific spirit, moreover, applied to society and its institutions, enabled man to create rational theories of explanation which substituted reliable information for metaphysical speculation and superstition. Knowledge truly was power because it gave man the ability to control his environment, and hence his own destiny, and it was this which formed the yardstick by which progress was measured. This habit of thinking, which holds that progress consists in man being able to control more perfectly the environment he inhabits, has persisted into the twentieth century, though the optimism which originally accompanied the mood, has long since evaporated. But the most significant point to grasp is that since the idea of progress was first systematised into a complete doctrine by the Enlightenment, it has projected the assumptions and values which were current in the eighteenth century forward in time to the twentieth, so that the scale of values according to which progress is measured is, after all, historically conditioned. It is only from the perspective of the present, where the belief in progress has a much less controlling influence than it had formerly, that we can appreciate the full extent to which it has dominated the thought patterns of the past two hundred years.}
Little of the present-day disenchantment with the idea of progress existed in early nineteenth century America for the reasons outlined in the previous section. The prospect of developing the resources at their disposal fired Americans with optimism and energy and, as Frederick Jackson Turner noted in 1893, this in turn did much to shape their character as a people. In *The Frontier in American History*, Turner maintained that the "American intellect owes its striking characteristics to the frontier. That coarseness and strength, combined with acuteness and acquisitiveness; that practical inventive turn of mind, quick to find expedients; that masterful grasp of material things, lacking in the artistic but powerful to effect great ends; that restless, nervous energy; that dominant individualism, working for good and for evil; and withal, that buoyancy and exhuberance which comes with freedom—these are the traits of the frontier, or traits called out elsewhere because of the existence of the frontier." Given the deep-rootedness of the idea of progress within the American environment, it is difficult to see how Calhoun could have avoided sharing it as a basic assumption. But what was the measure that Calhoun used to determine whether change was progressive or not? In the *Disquisition*, as we have said, economic growth and practical skill in constitution-making were the main senses in which Calhoun envisaged progress taking place, but these were aimed at the more general goal of increasing the sum of human happiness. In March 1846, Calhoun informed the Senate that he was opposed to a war with Great Britain not only because it would disrupt commercial relations between the two countries, but also for "higher reasons".
I am opposed to war as a friend to human improvement, to human civilization, to human progress and advancement.... Civilization has been spreading its influence far and wide, and the general progress of human society has outstripped all that has been previously witnessed.... All this progress, all this growth of human happiness, all this spread of human light and knowledge, will be arrested by war.... And this work is at yet but commenced; it is but the breaking of the dawn of the world's great jubilee. It promises a day of more refinement, more intellectual brightness, more moral elevation, and consequently of more human felicity, than the world has ever seen from its creation.

Calhoun's measure of progress is thus the degree to which human happiness is increased by change and in this he appears to be taking a utilitarian line. Indeed, the utilitarian maxim "the greatest happiness of the greatest number" is an appropriate description of Calhoun's theory of progress, for he recognised that progressive change did not necessarily involve universal happiness; he was prepared to accept that the suffering of some individuals was a regrettable, though unavoidable, necessity tolerable only because the happiness of the greater number would ultimately be increased. He further recognised that the benefits of progressive change were not always immediately diffused through society. Change—particularly violent and unexpected change—was initially likely to bring with it many "temporary evils". "It seems to be a law in the political as well as in the material world", he wrote in the Disquisition, "that great changes cannot be made, except very gradually, without convulsions and revolutions—to be followed by calamities in the beginning, however benefic—
ial they may prove to be in the end." 52

Calhoun was in no doubt that the temporary discomfiture which often accompanied progress had to be submitted to stoically until the tangible benefits became apparent; no useful purpose could be served by opposing such change on the grounds that it brought with it suffering because, as Calhoun argued, it was simply in the nature of things that change was accompanied so often by suffering. He thus accepted that there was a degree of inevitability involved in the mechanism of progressive change which decreed that the highest good of the community was preeminent over the private interests of individuals. This inevitability, moreover, was not simply a part of the historical process—it was also divinely inspired; in the next section we shall examine this more closely.

(c) ’... in the past....'

The idea of progress is primarily thought of as a vision of the future, but it is true to say that it originated as an attempt to make rational sense of the past. Again, it was the scientific frame of mind—with its emphasis on seeking general "laws" of explanation—which inspired Enlightenment historians to approach the past with a new attitude. No longer should history be seen as a succession of interesting, though largely unconnected, events but rather as the unfolding of a vast, predetermined drama. The usual preoccupations of medieval chroniclers with the narrative history of reigns, battles and
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religious controversies gave way to a "scientific" search for historical continuities and similarities in the realm of social and cultural history. Hume's *History of England* reflected precisely the change in emphasis when he declared that the stuff of history consisted in taking "a general survey of the age, so far as regards manners, finances, arms, commerce, arts and sciences. The chief use of history is that it affords materials for disquisitions of this nature."53

Hume's phraseology is particularly instructive because it suggests that history is instrumental in furnishing reliable information which may subsequently be used in the framing of general historical "laws" of development. History was thus assumed to possess a rational structure which was discoverable by careful investigation of sources and the painstaking sifting of evidence.

The new approach to history—which was the nearest equivalent to the Baconian method of inductive inference—demanded that its evidence be drawn from as wide a source as possible, so that the historical continuities emphasised might be portrayed as general "laws". The idea of world history (or universal history) in which cultures and societies were compared and contrasted, was therefore especially attractive to Enlightenment historians. The obvious disparity in the levels of civilisation of various societies, however, led to the notion of historical stages of development. If, as it was assumed, mankind was following a single historical evolution, differences in the level of civilisation between communities could only be explained by maintaining that the time-scale of development varied from society to society. It was further
maintained that in the march towards civilisation, there existed a fixed pattern of historical stages or "states" through which each community had to pass. These states, as Sidney Pollard has written, "were not to be thought of as simple, accidental sequences, but to be logically and scientifically connected, so that each arose necessarily and inherently out of the preceding one, and contained within itself the inescapable seeds of the one following."\footnote{54}

Turgot's *Discours sur les progres successifs de l'esprit humain* (1750), for example, described three necessary stages of mental development: in the first stage (the "theological" stage), the human mind was dominated by superstition and men were believed to be the pawns or playthings of the gods. The second, "metaphysical", stage was thought to be an improvement on the first in the sense that it was sceptical of religious superstition, though without fully grasping the true nature of reality; in place of religious myth and fables, it posited pure rationalist abstractions like "essences" and "faculties". The third and final stage would be reached when man had achieved a scientific or "positive" understanding of himself and the world in which he lived. Turgot's stages of development were followed closely by August Comte in the nineteenth century, though his was by no means the only attempt on the part of the Enlightenment to chart the course of human progress: Turgot's contemporary, the Marquis de Condorcet, formulated the progressive history of mankind in ten epochs, ranging from the primitive tribal stage through to a vision of the future in which the moral faculties of man had themselves been perfected.\footnote{55}

The notion of historical states is certainly the most
distinctive feature of the progressive sense of history and is arguably the most lasting contribution of the Enlightenment to the realm of historiography. Although Calhoun has no occasion in the Disquisition to set down explicitly a fully worked-out philosophy of history, there are clear signs that he accepted the Enlightenment approach, and particularly the existence of historical stages of development. Early in the text, he considers the difficult problem of how to prevent government from abusing its powers whilst at the same time allowing it sufficient power to fulfil its ordinary functions. "The question involves", he says, "difficulties which, from the earliest ages, wise and good men have attempted to overcome—but hitherto with but partial success." In the ensuing paragraph, Calhoun maintains that a number of devices have been resorted to at "the various stages of intelligence and civilisation through which our race has passed" and that prominent amongst these are the use of "superstition, ceremonies, education, religion, [and] organic arrangements...." Now, although Calhoun is talking specifically about the evolution of political or constitutional arrangements, he clearly has the same sense of historical states that Turgot or Condorcet have. The use of superstitious practices and religious ceremonies to control political events bears the hallmark of the most primitive of Turgot's stages of development, the "theological" stage. Calhoun, moreover, cites with evident admiration the Egyptians, the Hindus, the Chinese and the Jews as examples of civilisations which have applied such practices "with consummate wisdom and skill", and which consequently have laid the foundations for "the subsequent advance of our race in civilisation and intelligence." Calhoun
thus sees the present stage of history as developing out of a previous, necessary, stage.56

There are other, equally striking, examples of where Calhoun assumes that the development of humankind is divided into fixed, successive and necessary stages. In this connection, the effect of scientific and technological invention on the development of communities is doubly striking; not only does it furnish in itself evidence of progress, it also provides the means whereby "civilised" societies establish their superiority over "barbarous" ones. "The discovery of gunpowder", writes Calhoun, "and the use of steam as an impelling force, and their application to military purposes have forever settled the question of ascendancy between civilized and barbarous communities in favor of the former."57 This is not to say that barbarous communities will remain forever barbarous; on the contrary, Calhoun assumes that in time they will pass through the barbarous stage and emerge into a state of civilisation.

All these themes came together in Calhoun's attitude to the Revolutions of 1848 which swept the European continent, beginning in France in February of that year. In his correspondence with his daughter Anna and her husband Thomas G. Clemson, charge d'affaires in Brussels, he revealed his scepticism that France should be able to sustain the fruits of the revolution without degenerating into anarchy and disorder. On April 1, he told his son-in-law that "Thus far the revolution in France exhibits to the inexperienced eye a fair prospect; but I see much to excite in me deep distrust as to the result. Indeed, I have no hope, that she will ever be able to establish any
government deserving to be called a republick." France, he thought, was "not prepared to become a Republick" because the character of the people was too impetuous and unrestrained. At the end of the month, he spelled out to his daughter his objections to too violent a change in political institutions: "It ought never be forgotten, that the past is the parent of the present, and that the past condition of Europe, which has given birth to a state of advance and civilization, far exceeding any heretofore known to the world, could not be a bad one. It may have, indeed, contained, within itself, causes calculated to retard, or prevent a farther progress, but these ought to have been removed cautiously, as experience pointed them out, without overthrowing all at once the peace of Governments, and the social condition of communities, which led to such great and happy results; especially as such an overthrow must of necessity be accompanied by such universal embarrassment and distress, and run the hazard of a retrograde, instead of an advance movement, in the condition of the race." But if he had little faith in the successful outcome of the French Revolution, he was certainly more optimistic about the German one. On April 13, 1848 he told Thomas Clemson: "Germany seems to be in a fair way to be completely revolutionised, and I hope permanently improved. I have much more hope for her, than France. Her old institutions, as I suppose we may call them now, furnish an excellent foundation, on which to errect (sic), if not a federal Republick like ours, a federal Constitutional Government, United at least in a Zollverein league...." There is no inconsistency involved here, nor a personal preference for the German people; it was simply that Calhoun felt the character of the German people to be more capable of sustain
ing a constitutional government. Towards the end of June, when the French uprising was nearing its termination, Calhoun once more explained its failure: "There is no prospect of a successful termination of the efforts of France to establish a free popular Government; nor was there any from the beginning. She has no elements out of which such a government could be formed; and if she had, she still must fail from her total misconception of the principles, on which such a government, to succeed, must be constructed." In his attitude towards the European Revolutions of 1848, Calhoun displays a highly developed sense of the social forces which shape the cultural and progressive development of nations.

But if Calhoun accepts the Enlightenment's view of the past as being categorised into clearly defined historical states, he adds to it a providential dimension which is entirely unknown in the works of Turgot or Condorcet. Not only does history unfold according to a discoverable pattern, but it is a pattern which is designed by a benign Providence. Surveying the effects of technological progress in the Disquisition, he wrote: "What will be their final bearing, time only can decide with any certainty. That they will, however, greatly improve the condition of man ultimately, it would be impious to doubt. It would be to suppose that the all-wise and beneficient (sic) Being, the Creator of all, had so constituted man as that the employment of the high intellectual faculties with which He has been pleased to endow him—in order that he might develop the laws that control the great agents of the material world and make them subservient to his use—would prove to him the cause of permanent evil, and not of permanent good. If, then, such a
supposition be inadmissible, they must, in their orderly
and full development, end in his permanent good." 63 Progress
for Calhoun was therefore benevolent, inevitable and designed
and there was considerable logic in this position. If History,
like Nature, operated according to fixed patterns of behaviour,
was it not reasonable to suppose that there existed an unseen,
guiding Hand? John Adams had earlier crystallised the sentiment
aptly when he wrote that the "progressive improvement in the
condition of man is apparently the purpose of a superintending
Providence", 64 but that does not explain the absence of providen-
tial attribution in the writings of the European Enlightenment.
One likely reason for its absence is that the strain of religious
scepticism, which made hardly a dent in American piety, domi-
ated the style of the European—and especially the French—
Enlightenment. Moreover the writers who enunciated the progress-
ive history of mankind tended to be violently, even viciously,
anticlerical; Condorcet, for example, was described by a
contemporary biographer as "fanatically irreligious and smitten
with a sort of hydrophobia on this subject." 65

Once again, Calhoun's idea of progress may be seen to
conform broadly to the views of the Enlightenment; his sense
of the historical process as moving from one stage of develop-
ment to a succeeding, higher, stage was a classic characteristic
of Enlightenment historiography. Even his insistence that the
gradual progress of mankind was intended by Providence does
little to set him apart from the European writers; Condorcet,
for all his anticlericalism, is not categorically atheistic
and even if he were it would be a minority position amongst
the philosophes. In the less sceptical, more pious environment
of America, Calhoun's providentialism seems not at all out of place.

(d) "... and would continue to improve in the future."

The most familiar aspect of the idea of progress to modern ears is the belief that the future will bring unlimited improvement in the condition of man. Although the present generation is less inclined to accept that advances in scientific discovery and technological development are an unambiguous blessing, the general feeling persists that the future will, in some way, be better than the past. To the men of the Enlightenment, the sense of progress as an ineluctable movement forward was both more marked and more optimistic, though they too, as modern scholars have noted, were not without their reservations. Peter Gay has maintained that the philosophes' optimistic view of progress was "controlled by an ineradicable strain of pessimism". The writings of Hume, D'Alembert, Condillac, Turgot and supremely Voltaire, testify to the belief that even though progress is inevitable and ultimately benign, it does exact a price and that setbacks are a part of the necessary rhythm of scientific, social and moral advance. Nevertheless, an appreciation of the Enlightenment's less cheerful moments ought not to obscure the fundamental exhilaration and hope it cherished for the future.

If, on the surface, this optimism appears to be a triumph of faith over reason, it is so in a deeper sense than the philosophes themselves would have cared to admit,
for although they cloaked their hope in the garments of scientific rigor, they failed to appreciate (or would not admit) that there was a limit to what could be achieved by scientific means. The application of supposedly scientific techniques to the study of history could never establish general "laws" with the same certainty that they could in the experimental sciences because, quite simply, there was no way in which their tentative hypotheses could be empirically validated. Moreover, the Enlightenment's attempt to impose a fixed sequence of development on the raw material of history betrayed the fact that their scientific temper was controlled by their intellectual and ideological preconceptions. This is most clearly so in the case of Condorcet who marks the turning point from one epoch to another in the \textit{Esquisse} with events like the invention of the alphabet, the invention of printing and, of course (and ironically) the rise of modern science. The superimposition of such \textit{post hoc} categorisations owed less to science that to the \textit{philosophes}' intellectual passions.

Having said that, it is not difficult to understand why they should have felt the need to construct a theory—or rather a vision—of systematic betterment in the future. The very real gains they had witnessed in their lifetimes, and indeed helped to bring about, in the realm of knowledge led them to extrapolate from their own experience an unbroken continuity of advancement. After all, the heart of Enlightenment was the belief that the gloomy, confining fetters of the Middle Ages had been thrown off and that the world could now bask in the penetrating light of reason. All that had
gone before was but the prelude to the real dawn of civilisation in which mankind could, at last, subdue his environment and control his own destiny. The philosophes believed that their generation had had a foretaste of what could be achieved through knowledge—practical, useful, productive knowledge—which would set man free to develop in all kinds of ways, socially, morally, economically, and even in some instances, biologically. They were so intoxicated by their own achievements and thrilled by the endless possibilities that knowledge had opened up to them, that they could not seriously contemplate anything other than a continuous line of advance. Progress for the writers of the Enlightenment—albeit tinged with a grim pessimism—was as much a psychological necessity as it was an act of faith.

For Calhoun, whose mental habits and natural assumptions were shaped by the atmosphere of strict Calvinism in which he was reared, (even though he soon rejected its harsh tenets in favour of a mild deism), a faith in the capacity of man to rise above the exigencies of his environment was never unbounded. Calhoun did not visualise, as Condorcet did, a gradual and inevitable progress in the nature of man itself, but he did expect that advances in knowledge and technical expertise would enable man's impulses to be kept more perfectly in check. Although he did not explicitly formulate a theory of continuous future improvement, there are good grounds for believing that he assumed such would be the case. In economics this was certainly so. The previous experience of America had been an unbroken advance in technological development leading to economic accumulation and, in the 1830s and 1840s, this
seemed likely to continue without limit. Of course, Calhoun's rigorous sense of logic ought to have told him that the natural resources at the nation's disposal were not limitless, but the danger of their depletion was not imminent. What was of greater concern to Calhoun was the prospect that economic advance would bring with it new social problems which would have to be solved politically and institutionally. In the Disquisition, Calhoun envisaged that economic progress would exact its price in terms of class conflict, for "as the community becomes populous, wealthy, refined, and highly civilised, the difference between the rich and poor will become more strongly marked.... With the increase of this difference, the tendency to conflict between them will become stronger...."69 Indeed, the whole concept of the concurrent majority, which we shall be discussing in the next chapter, is Calhoun's response to precisely this kind of problem; government of the concurrent majority would seek to harmonise the interests of the various sections of society and direct them towards the common good. The Disquisition itself is therefore an attempt to refine existing institutional arrangements (with the aid of new information constructively applied) in the light of evolving economic and social circumstances.

If Calhoun envisaged a continuing and perpetual progress in the condition of man, he was both less exhilarated and less utopian than the European philosophes were. His matter-of-fact attitude may be attributed less to personal conviction than to the overwhelming pervasiveness of the idea of progress in America. For Americans, progress—especially economic and political progress—had become a part of their way of life, a
phenomenon to be assumed, not to be questioned or analysed. Unlike the European Enlightenment, which only conceived the idea and imagined its possibilities, the Americans had discovered the practical reality of the idea and were busy putting it into effect. Like so many other ideas which were inherited from the Enlightenment, "progress" conformed too precisely to the American experience to remain for long the self-conscious doctrine it did in Europe; it was quickly subsumed within the cultural mainstream and lost its intoxicating flavour. Calhoun is therefore a good representative of early nineteenth century American opinion on progress for two reasons: first, the way in which an unarticulated, though very definite sense of progress controls the bulk of his political writing and second, the hard-headed recognition that there is a limit to the areas in which human progress can actually take place. Calhoun's realism would have led him to dissent from Condorcet's opinion that Nature "has set no limit to the perfection of human faculties."
Chapter Nine: The Concurrent Majority—Organic vs Atomistic Conceptions of Society

Throughout this dissertation we have been examining aspects of Calhoun’s Disquisition on Government with a view to establishing the validity of Louis Hartz’s suggested categorisation, the "Reactionary Enlightenment". Hitherto we have been particularly concerned with clarifying aspects of his intellectual apparatus and style of discourse and this has included an examination of his philosophical method and his religious views, an evaluation of his propositions of human nature, and latterly an appreciation of his concept of social progress as the ultimate purpose of political association. In each of these areas, we have concluded, there are elements of Calhoun’s thinking which conform more nearly to the intellectual spirit of the Enlightenment than to any other cohesive system of thought. This is not to imply, as Wilson Carey McWilliams does, that Calhoun’s writings “are entirely based on Enlightenment concepts”, ¹ for as we have already said, the Enlightenment style was characterised as much by its humanitarian and egalitarian values—which Calhoun emphatically does not share—as it was by its supposedly objective, scientific method. In the previous two chapters we have caught more than a glimpse of Calhoun’s objections to the value-system of the Enlightenment: his attachment to liberty, for example, though considerable, is not of the same categorical order it was for the Natural Rights theorists he sought to oppose; the degree of liberty enjoyed by individual citizens is always determined by the collective sense of
the community—however this is expressed—and does not exist as an abstract, prior right. Similarly, Calhoun not only rejects equality of condition either as a political axiom or as an aim of the political process, but he goes further and makes inequality, coupled with man's competitive spirit, essential to the realisation of personal and social progress. If Nature was to provide the standard according to which society was organised, men could not fail to be impressed by the orderly differentiations which were built into her structure by a benign Providence. Thoughtful social theory, therefore, would not concern itself with eradicating such inequalities amongst men, but with reproducing them within an hierarchical social structure. On these points of political value, Calhoun differed strikingly with the writers of the classic European Enlightenment and with the leading thinkers of the American tradition of Natural Law. 2

It is fair to say, however, that important as these values and concepts are, they represent only a partial view of Calhoun's political thinking because they deal exclusively with the ends of politics and not with the means of achieving those ends. If, as we have argued in chapter seven, Calhoun's ideas of liberty, equality and power are controlled by his belief that social progress is the ultimate telos of the political process, it remains to be seen how he proposes to translate that into institutional practice. In other words, what kind of governmental mechanism does he envisage which is capable of apportioning the proper quanta of liberty and authority and, at the same time, of harnessing the natural energy which exists within society, so as to produce the
optimum conditions under which social progress might be realised? In this chapter we shall be looking at the way in which Calhoun proposes to implant within the structure of government a mechanism which attempts to solve the fundamental problem of politics by reconciling liberty and authority and thereby of producing a stable and balanced social system. The remarkable device by which this is accomplished is the concurrent majority.

I say "remarkable" not because of the ingenuity involved in the construction of this device (though it is as ingenious as it is complex), but because of the breadth of what it was supposed to achieve. If Calhoun is to be believed, the concurrent majority would not only succeed in making government accountable to those whom it governed—the perennial preoccupation of liberal-constitutional theory—but it would also solve the problem of how to involve the whole community in the process of decision-making, and thus create an ideological consensus which would bind the community together. This concern with making the government the agent of all the people is apparent in both the Disquisition and Calhoun's later speeches. In May 1847, Calhoun issued a public reply to Robert L.Dorr of Dansville refuting charges that he was seeking to subvert the will of the majority: "You will see", Calhoun maintained, "that if I am opposed to a government based on the principle that a mere numerical majority has a right to govern, I am equally opposed to the government of a minority. They are both the government of a part over a part. I am in favour of the government of the whole; the only really and truly popular republican government—a government
based on the concurrent majority—the joint assent of all the parts, through their respective majority of the whole. In the Disquisition, this concern is reflected in Calhoun's assertion that it was a "leading error" to "confound the numerical majority with the people", for

If the numerical majority were really the people, and if to take its sense truly were to take the sense of the people truly, a government so constituted would be a true and perfect model of a popular constitutional government; and every departure from it would detract from its excellence. But as such is not the case, as the numerical majority, instead of being the people, is only a portion of them, such a government, instead of being a true and perfect model of the people's government, that is, a people self-governed, is but the government of a part over a part—the major over the minor portion.

In this very obvious sense, then, the problem to which Calhoun was proposing a solution was one which could only have arisen from liberal conceptions of government and the state. Absolute governments, as Hobbes had shown, had neither the need nor the means of being representative since the several interests of the citizens were supposedly wrapped up in the will of the sovereign. For Hobbes, the fear of anarchy and conquest were the paramount evils which confronted society, and he was prepared to tolerate an absolute and uncontrollable sovereign power, rather than risk the disintegration of the state. Liberal-constitutionalists, however, emphasised the danger of an irresponsible sovereign power tyrannising its subjects, and sought ways of making government accountable to the governed. Locke, the co-author with Montesquieu, of modern
constitutional theory, had evolved a system of checks on absolute power which in early nineteenth century America was becoming increasingly unsatisfactory; following the model of Newtonian physics, he had made weight of numbers the decisive factor in determining the will of the community because "it being necessary to that which is one body to move one way; it is necessary the Body should move that way whither the greater force carries it, which is the consent of the majority: or else it is impossible it should act or continue one Body, one Community, which the consent of every individual that united into it, agreed that it should; and so every one is bound by that consent to be concluded by the majority."6 In seventeenth century England, where the wresting of any power from the King was considered an achievement,7 the majoritarian implications of Locke's theory were hardly relevant, but in America of the nineteenth century political practice was continually exposing the inadequacy of simply counting numbers in determining the will of the community. It was no longer sufficient that the government should be accountable to a portion of the community, for all that meant was that the portion of the community to which the government was accountable, was itself, in effect, the ruling class. Locke apparently seems not to have recognised this possibility (mainly because, as C.B. Macpherson has said, he did not share the "concern with the democratic principle of majority rule which was to be the focus of much American political thinking in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries....")8 though Rousseau, who did, sacrificed practicability for an abstract symmetry.9 It is this problem—of finding within the
community a collective and unified consensus, a Rousseauian "general will"—that Calhoun is addressing in his theory of the concurrent majority. He recognises that the solution proposed by Rousseau of acquiring the consent of each member of the community before putting a particular policy into effect is impracticable, though if it were at all possible to achieve it would be a "perfect government". The concurrent majority represents a median point between the outright majoritarianism implied in Lockean theory and the doctrinaire attempt by Rousseau to instil a sense of unanimity in the community.

The essence of republican government which Americans embraced so enthusiastically in the 1770s was, as Thomas Paine remarked, "the good of the whole, in contradistinction to the despotic form which makes the good of the sovereign, or of one man, the only object of good government". The difficulty, however, which became increasingly apparent in the early decades of the nineteenth century, was that there did not appear to be a single, unified interest which bound the whole of American society together. The diversity of interests and classes which Madison, in the Federalist 51, had imagined to be a source of security to minority groups, was becoming instead the source of group conflict which in turn led to political factionalism. The almost universal condemnation of Faction which characterised the early years of the Republic, gave way to the realisation that the United States was an extremely heterogeneous collection of communities and that if a single public interest existed at all, it was too much to expect the various sections to recognise it. Wisdom, courage and virtue, the prerequisites of good republican government,
increasingly surrendered to a narrow and self-seeking representation of interests. By the 1830s and 1840s, moreover, it was becoming clear that minor, local interests were being subsumed within the arc of two great, identifiable and ideologically incompatible sections: the rapidly industrialising North with a system of free labour and the degenerating agricultural "Slave Power" of the South. The political and social values of either section were sufficiently at odds with the other to ensure a complete breakdown in sectional relations. The Civil War was the result.

The circumstances of the sectional conflict exposed an unenviable—and in some ways, unanswerable—problem which political theorists had failed to come to terms with: how to reconcile within a single polity two interests which hold fundamentally opposite views of the nature of government and society and the intrinsic value and dignity of individual human beings? Actually, there were two perfectly respectable points of view involved in the conflict, each drawing on, to a greater or lesser extent, the elements of Lockean theory which had historically played so important a role in the nation's founding. 12 The North believed that the professions of the American creed which were contained in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution implied a particular view which the South could not accept because of the peculiar historical, cultural, geographical and economic position in which she found herself. The South, on the other hand, believed that within the Union she had a right to express her point of view and live according her own rules and customs. Moreover, as a minority section (and a permanent one at that), she
demanded the right to the equal protection of the law for her institutions against the encroachments of a northern majority. It was in this latter form that Calhoun perceived the problem, that is as protection for a defenceless and permanent minority, and in this sense he was drawing on a well-established theme in American political theory.

Calhoun's concern with the protection of minorities within the community is actually an extension of the liberal-constitutionalist preoccupation of protecting the subject from the uncontrollable power of his rulers. "If there be a political proposition universally true", Calhoun maintained in 1836, "one which springs directly from the nature of man, and is independent of circumstances—it is that irresponsible power is inconsistent with liberty, and must corrupt those who exercise it". The solution to "irresponsible power" which Calhoun proposed was the creation of a constitution, a framework of rules imposed on government by the people who were the original authors of government. In a letter to Samuel D.Ingham, Secretary of the Treasury, in October 1830 Calhoun maintained that "To protect the subject against the Government is in fact the only object & value of a Constitution. The government needs no constitution. It is the governed that needs its protection."14

Now, if protection of the ruled from abuse of power by their rulers is the fundamental purpose of Calhoun's constitution, it is indeed an ironic one on two counts. In the first place, it is strange that Calhoun should have so tender a regard for the rights of the ruled when he has already cheerfully forfeited on their behalf a teleology which would have
afforded them supreme protection—that is, the theory of Natural Rights. What more all-embracing a form of protection could the citizen require than one in which his life, liberty and property were fully guaranteed, and in which government was held to the performance of certain specified functions, beyond which it was not legitimate for it to stray? We have seen in chapter seven how the theory of Natural Rights constituted an absolute standard of behaviour for governments, which were conceived as the servants of society and the individuals who comprised it. But we saw too that Calhoun went out of his way to demolish Natural Rights propositions because an acceptance of them would have implied that black slaves were fully entitled to Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. What is ironic about Calhoun's belief that the function of a constitution is to protect the ruled from the aggressiveness of their rulers is that he seems to be reimposing on the structure of government limitations from which he has previously liberated it.

The irony, however, doesn't end there, for Calhoun goes on to compound it with a contradiction. In his zeal to destroy Natural Rights and to seek legitimacy for his alternative conception of government, Calhoun was led to describe government as a divine institution. Indeed, Calhoun went so far as to contrast the divinity of government with the peculiarly human construction of the constitution: "Constitution is the contrivance of man, while government is of divine ordination. Man is left to perfect what the wisdom of the Infinite ordained as necessary to preserve the race." But the point is, if government is thought of as a divine institution, why is it...
that it needs to be restrained at all? Does this not imply some incompetence on the part of the Divine Creator?

Government, Calhoun has already said, arises as a natural phenomenon, out of the tensions engendered by the dual nature of man. Although to a degree he is a social animal, man is fundamentally selfish in that he follows an innate instinct for material possession and security. This brings him into conflict with other individuals who are likewise following the same instincts of their nature. The result is "a universal state of conflict between individual and individual, accompanied by all the connected passions of suspicion, jealousy, anger, revenge—followed by insolence, fraud and cruelty, and... ending in a state of universal discord and confusion, destructive of the social state and the ends for which it is ordained."\(^{16}\) Now, this portrait of unorganised society is as grim as any of the state of nature envisaged by Hobbes, and can only be prevented by instituting "a controlling power" which "wherever vested or by whomsoever exercised, is Government."\(^{17}\) So, for Calhoun, government is that institution which possesses sufficient power to prevent discord and conflict amongst individuals; and because it performs so high a function, Calhoun accords it the status of a divine institution. In this connection, Calhoun, unlike the social contract theorists, makes the origin of government a function not of rational choice, freely arrived at, but of necessity. "Like breathing", he says, "it is not permitted to depend on our volition. Necessity will force it on all communities in some one form or another."\(^{18}\) But this still does not answer our question: if Calhoun grounds the existence
of government in the necessity of preserving order, where
does he then find the need to impose control on that govern-
ment?

The purpose of government is to protect and perfect society, but, say Calhoun, the institution itself suffers from "a strong tendency to disorder and abuse of its powers" because "The powers which it is necessary for government to possess in order to repress violence and preserve order cannot execute themselves. They must be administered by men in whom, like others, the individual are stronger than the social feelings." The fatal flaw in human nature thus prevents government from being wholly good and altruistic. At this stage of the argument, it is important to grasp that Calhoun is using the term "government" not to describe the legal status of a properly constituted authority, but rather to describe any person or group of persons which is capable of grasping the reins of power and performing the functions of governing. This concern with the actuality of the exercise of power is once more a reflection of Calhoun's realism, for he recognises that whoever is the government, may not necessarily be legitimately entitled to that status. Legitimacy is only created when government is held to strict account and to the performance of certain well-delineated functions—in Locke, it was the protection of Natural Rights, in Calhoun it is the protection and perfection of society. But the need to limit the operations of government is traced directly back to Calhoun's propositions of human nature because "the powers vested in them [the individuals who constitute the government] to prevent injustice and oppression on
the part of others will, if left unguarded, be by them converted into instruments to oppress the rest of the community. That by which this is prevented is what is meant by constitution, in its most comprehensive sense, when applied to government."\(^{20}\)

It appears, then, that Calhoun is about to return to the liberal-constitutionalist fold by reimposing on his previously uncontrolled and divine government certain restrictions to its power. The constitution is therefore crucial, but difficult to construct because it must be based on a sound and reliable knowledge of human nature and social principles. Calhoun goes so far as to say that the construction of a perfect constitution—one which "would completely counteract the tendency of government to abuse... has thus far exceeded human wisdom and possibly ever will."\(^{21}\) Nevertheless, he is prepared to identify some of the essential principles involved. In the first place, the government cannot be controlled by the institution of a higher power because that "would be but to change the seat of authority, and to make the higher power, in reality, the government, with the same tendency on the part of those who might control its powers to pervert them into instruments of aggrandizement."\(^{22}\) Nor can it be accomplished by depriving the government of any of its essential powers because that would make it "too feeble" to perform its functions of protecting and perfecting society. Calhoun was always aware that limiting the powers of government was a delicate operation because unless the right balance was struck, there was the danger of emasculating the government to the degree that it was unable to successfully protect and
perfect society; government had to possess sufficient power to repel foreign aggressors and to defend its citizens and to maintain internal public order, otherwise there was no point in its existence. The problem faced by Calhoun in this regard was substantially the same as the one faced by the Founding Fathers three-quarters of a century earlier: what is the appropriate balance between the liberty of the citizens and the authority of their government. In principle, at least, Calhoun's solution followed that of Madison.

Calhoun, we have seen, discounted the notion of creating a superior agency to control the operations of government because this would simply transfer ultimate power to this new agency and make it, in effect, the government. What Calhoun proposes, instead, is to build into the structure of government itself the means of resisting its own aggressiveness. He proposes to explain "on what principles government must be formed in order to resist by its own interior structure—or to use a single term, organism—the tendency to abuse of power." 23 Now, this is precisely what Madison intended in the Federalist 51; compare the striking similarity of ideas and language; Madison maintains that the prevention of government from abusing its powers can only be achieved "by so contriving the interior structure of the government as that its several constituent parts may, by their mutual relations, be the means of keeping each other in their proper places." 24 Madison is primarily concerned with preventing any single branch of government from accumulating to itself an over-preponderance of power at the expense of the other branches. Calhoun, however, is concerned that government should be accountable to the ruled. Both accept,
in Madison's words, that "A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control on government; but experience has taught mankind the necessity of auxiliary precautions." It is in the "auxiliary precautions" that Calhoun and Madison differ, and the difference may be attributed to evolving historical conditions. This is not to say that Madison did not recognise the problem that Calhoun was addressing, for again in the Federalist 51, he specifically mentions the problem of the tyranny of the majority: "It is of great importance in a republic not only to guard the society against the oppression of its rulers, but to guard one part of the society against the injustice of the other part. Different interests necessarily exist in different classes of citizens. If a majority be united by a common interest, the rights of the minority will be insecure." But for Madison, this existed as an abstract possibility, which, if it arose in practice, could be counteracted by the natural diversity of interests which existed in the United States. For Calhoun and the South, however, the tyranny of a powerful and aggressive majority was actually threatening their way of life. The solution that Madison had predicted had proved to be an inadequate safeguard; he had maintained that the possibility of the nation dividing into two great hostile parties—a majority and a minority—was a remote one because the size and diversity of interests would "render an unjust combination of a majority of the whole very improbable, if not impracticable." Recent history had shown, however, that the country had split into two ideological camps with precisely the effects that Madison had hoped would not occur.
The problem that Calhoun was addressing was precisely how to avoid a situation where a minority was being unjustly treated by a majority. He agreed with Madison that the primary check on government was through the people by means of the right of suffrage, but maintained that this alone was an insufficient safeguard. All that the right of suffrage could possibly accomplish was to "give complete control to those who elect over the conduct of those they have elected." So, suffrage makes "those elected the true and faithful representatives of those who elected them." Government is not now the irresponsible power it formerly was, but it is now the direct agent of the people who elected it. The ultimate effect of suffrage, therefore, is to make a majority of the community the source of government "without counteracting in the least the tendency of the government to oppression and abuse of its power." The fatal flaw in this scheme of things—which makes suffrage in itself insufficient as a safeguard—is the fact that society, the community, is not a monolithic entity possessing a single, unified interest. It is made up of individuals and groups which have different and often conflicting interests. So, ironically, what Madison had imagined would be a safeguard against majority tyranny—the diversity of interests—had actually contributed to it. Calhoun rightly maintains that if there existed a single, national interest, there would be no need to pile further checks onto the government in order to make it accountable; the only question which would concern the members of the community would be who was the wisest and most fit to understand how the national interest could best be served.
But this is manifestly not the case; every society is made up of a number of heterogeneous interests which vie with each other to gain the attention and protection of the government. In the resulting struggle, the discrete interests will combine with each other in order to gain a majority to obtain control of the government; the eventual outcome is that the community is split into a majority and a minority party.

(Calhoun says that the main motivation for wanting to capture control of the government is in order to advance the peculiar economic interests of certain groups. But there is a subsidiary reason: the government itself possesses vast powers which it needs to fulfil its functions of protection and perfection; that is, it "must be clothed with powers sufficient to call forth the resources of the community" and to this end it must have at its command large scale military and civil establishments, which in turn must be managed by a "host of employees, agents and officers". The combined effect of this "must necessarily place under the control of government an amount of honours and emoluments sufficient to excite profoundly the ambition of the aspiring and the cupidity of the avaricious, and to lead to the formation of hostile parties and violent party conflicts and struggles to obtain the control of the government."

So, if suffrage is not a sufficient safeguard, because it merely makes the government the agent of the numerical majority instead of the whole people, what other organism can be adopted? Calhoun says that a written constitution, while it has "many and considerable advantages" is not sufficient
either unless there is the means of compelling the majority to observe its provisions. There is a natural tendency, says Calhoun, for the majority to regard limitations to the exercise of its power as an unnecessary inconvenience, and a corresponding belief on the minority's part that its protection lies in the strict observance of the constitution. But for this to work successfully, the minority must possess an enforcing mechanism. It is not enough that the minority should have the explicit protection of the constitution, if the majority is in actual possession of all the organs of the state; even if the government is organised in such a way that the legislative, executive and judicial powers are kept separate, this is insufficient to prevent the majority from placing its agents in the strategic positions of influence in each branch, including the judicial. As early as 1830, Calhoun recognised that "there is not the least practical difference between a government of unlimited (sic) powers, and one of limited powers on paper, but with unlimited right of concussion (sic, construction?)" 34

What Calhoun is saying is that all the devices conceived by Madison and the Founding Fathers had proved to be unequal to the task of preventing a fixed majority from tyrannising a minority, and that a further protective device was needed. In the Discourse, his long essay on constitutional theory, Calhoun had argued that the Founders had intended to establish the government of the United States on the principle of the concurrent majority, but that political practice had perverted the principle. 35 Now, Calhoun was proposing to reestablish it as the operational principle of American politics by refining
the Framers' original formulation and adding fresh institutional checks. The essence of the concurrent majority was that it aimed at preventing any one single interest or set of interests from gaining control of the government for its own benefit and to the detriment of other interests within the community. This could only be properly achieved by "taking the sense of each interest or portion of the community which may be unequally and injuriously affected by the action of the government separately, through its own majority or in some other way by which its voice may be fairly expressed, and to require the consent of each interest either to put or to keep the government in action." Calhoun further proposed to divide the powers of the government amongst the various interests, so that each possessed a concurrent voice in the execution of the laws or in their veto.

Two steps were therefore necessary in the establishment of representative government: the right of suffrage, whereby the numerical sense of the community was expressed by the people collectively, and the concurrent voice which supplemented the right of suffrage, and which was designed to collect the sense of the various interests of which the community was composed. Only by adopting both modes of representation could the will of the community be properly gauged, and not simply the will of the majority.

Calhoun is, however, prepared to concede that some objections may be made to this system of collecting the sense of the community. In the first place, the difficulty of constructing a government which embodied perfectly the principle of concurrence is admitted openly by Calhoun, though he does
contend that this is a feature of all constitutional governments. Indeed, Calhoun makes the interesting observation that "the tendency of all governments is from the more complex and difficult of construction to the more simple and easily constructed, and, finally, to absolute monarchy as the most simple of all." It is not difficult to see the reasonableness of Calhoun's claim in this connection, for the more responsible the government is to the people it governs, the more rules and devices are necessary to ensure its accountability. What is a little more startling is Calhoun's utter lack of faith in the ability of man to construct such rules and devices according to rational and calculated decision. So great is the complexity of proper constitutional governments, maintains Calhoun, that their construction "has been the result, not so much of wisdom and patriotism, as of favorable combinations of circumstances. They have for the most part grown out of the struggles between conflicting interests which, from some fortunate turn, have ended in compromise by which both parties have been admitted, in some way or another, to have a separate and distinct voice in the government." Even if it were possible for men to acquire the wisdom to plan comprehensively their own political institutions, it would be "difficult to find any community sufficiently enlightened and patriotic to adopt such a government without the compulsion of some pressing necessity." Calhoun is thus not optimistic about the rational planning of governmental institutions.

A second objection which he thinks may plausibly be made to the concurrent majority is that under such a government
it would be practically impossible to obtain a sufficient degree of consensus amongst the diverse interests to put the government into operation. If each interest has a veto on the action of the government, that would effectively mean that the government of a particular community would remain inactive until unanimity was achieved; in times of grave crisis, so the objection runs, it would mean that the government would be paralysed and unable to meet the needs of its citizens. Calhoun's answer to this objection is compelling. He concedes that where no emergency exists, it would be difficult to achieve a consensus amongst the interests on a common policy, but he is not unduly alarmed at this prospect. Indeed, this is what his whole theory was originally intended to establish—the virtual paralysis of government in the absence of unanimity. Calhoun wants all the major interests to agree on a particular policy before it becomes law in order to avoid unjust coercion of dissenting minorities. But in times of emergency would this system not work to the disadvantage of the nation? In wartime, for example, where a speedy response is of the essence, would not the need to establish a unanimous consensus cause fatal delay in the protection of the state? No, says Calhoun, because in times of national crisis, the urgency of the situation would stimulate an unusual degree of unanimity: "When something must be done", he wrote, "and when it can be done only by the united consent of all—the necessity of the case will force a compromise...." In times of crisis, therefore, the various interests of the community will have a "disposition to harmonize" in the interest of self-preservation.
The essence of the concurrent majority is its ability to reconcile the various interests which make up the community through the spirit of compromise. By giving each interest a veto on the action of the government, it becomes crucial that "each portion, in order to advance its own peculiar interests, would have to conciliate all others by showing a disposition to advance theirs." If the government can only operate with the consent of all, then compromise is essential if government is to operate at all. Calhoun says openly that it is obvious that if the action of the government were arrested for even a short time, the community would be subject to "convulsions and anarchy". Self-interest would therefore dictate that a degree of compromise was essential.

What Calhoun is attempting to do by the principle of the concurrent majority is to substitute the spirit of unanimity and compromise for that of coercion. In governments of the numerical majority, where weight of numbers decides the policy of the whole community, the minority has no recourse to a higher appeal, other than persuasion at election times. Once a decision is made, the whole community is bound to obey, and if a dissenting minority resists (as South Carolina did during the Nullification Crisis), then it is regarded as legitimate for the government to use force of arms to assert the authority of the law. So, ultimately, the majoritarian implications of Lockean theory ground themselves in force, and Calhoun recognises this. But in governments of the concurrent majority, force (in the literal sense of physical compulsion) plays no part in the implementation of public policy because all the interested parties will already given their prior assent to a
particular policy. It is true that necessity will persuade conflicting interests to modify their attitude and to seek compromise, but this necessity rests on the acknowledgement that for each to give way a little in the interest of self-preservation is better than to resist outright and to risk anarchy and internal collapse. Calhoun also draws the distinction between the "motive, the feeling, the aim which characterize the act in the two cases" (that is, governments based on the majoritarian and concurrent principles respectively). Where a minority is literally coerced into accepting the will of the majority "it is done with that reluctance and hostility ever incident to enforced submission to what is regarded as injustice and oppression, accompanied by the desire and purpose to seize on the first favorable opportunity for resistance." But where the principle of compromise is institutionally embodied in the decision-making process, the respective portions submit "willingly and cheerfully, under the impulse of an exalted patriotism, impelling all to acquiesce in whatever the common good requires." 41

Now, there are good grounds for believing that Calhoun was overestimating both the capacity of compromise to effect social harmony and the inclination of individual interests to submerge their own views and take an enlarged view of national policy. There is something paradoxical about Calhoun, the uncompromising genius of the South, appealing for compromise in the midst of the crisis which was to split the Union apart, for although Calhoun grounds his theory of government in compromise, he was not prepared to extend that principle to the practical politics of the 1840s. His personal correspondence
during the latter half of the 1840s, the period in which his political texts were composed, bears striking testimony to his increasing personal intractability. In February 1849, he told J.H. Hammond that "Now is the time to vindicate our rights. We ought rather than to yield an inch, take any alternative, even if it should be disunion, and I trust that such will be the determination of the South." By December of the same year, he was triumphantly proclaiming that "The South is more united, than I ever knew it to be, and more bold and decided. The North must give away, or there will be a rupture." By this time there was little hope in Calhoun's mind at least of a sectional adjustment and in these last few months of his life he seems reconciled to the prospect of disunion. On the last day of 1849, he told his daughter Anna that the South "have borne the wrongs and the insults of the North long enough. It is time they should cease." This is hardly the language of compromise, and if Calhoun had generalised from his own example, he ought never to have placed such faith in its efficacy.

I have spent some time in describing the principle of the concurrent majority which Calhoun put forward in the Disquisition as a means of creating a virtually unanimous social consensus. A number of important points flow from this. In the first place, the concurrent majority, as scholars have not been slow to point out, constitutes a frank recognition of the importance of economic interests in political life. Calhoun has been praised for acknowledging—before Marx—the importance of such interests, but there are certain difficulties which need to be explained more fully. The first
involves a theoretical point which has important practical implications: how exactly are interests to be defined and identified? For Calhoun, there is no essential difficulty here because the interests he was referring to were historically conditioned by the circumstances of nineteenth century America. When he spoke of interests, he meant primarily the states of the Union or the two great sections, North and South, but in the *Disquisition* he recognised that there were other kinds of interest groupings— he speaks of "interests, classes, portions" of the community. The geographical or sectional interests he had in mind were also specific and conflicting economic interests and it is this which has given Calhoun's theory its economic squint. What Calhoun fails to recognise in his theory of the concurrent majority is that if it is pushed to its logical limits, it gives to each single individual within the community a veto over the action of the government. Louis Hartz has graphically characterised this by saying that Calhoun's concurrent majority "unravels itself out into Locke's state of nature". Logically, it cannot be denied that each individual has a unique and peculiar interest in his own person, so why, therefore, should each individual not have a concurrent veto?

This implication of the principle of concurrence was probably not considered by Calhoun on the grounds of impracticability. We have earlier noted that Calhoun believed the Rousseauian argument for unanimity was practically unattainable, and it is likely that the concurrent majority was meant to offer a practicable solution to the problem of majoritarianism, rather than a purely doctrinaire one. This is supported
moreover by the complex argument Calhoun develops over how the sense of each individual interest is collected. He does not insist on absolute unanimity within each interest, only a majority of the whole "for whatever diversity each interest might have within itself—as all would have the same interest in reference to the action of government—the individuals composing each would be fully and truly represented by its own majority or appropriate organ, regarded in reference to the other interests. In brief, every individual of every interest might trust, with confidence, its majority or appropriate organ against that of every other interest." But this statement makes it even more imperative that interests are clearly identifiable within the community, but in this regard Calhoun offers no clear direction. (It is probable that he simply assumed that interests "emerged" from time to time and trusted to the community to recognise when they did so.)

What Hartz perceived as a criticism of the concurrent majority—the logical implication that individuals could arrest the action of government—has been perceived in another light by some modern anarcho-libertarian writers, notably Murray Rothbard. Rothbard claims that the concurrent majority offers a legitimate theory of resistance to government which is sufficiently all-embracing precisely because it can be extended to individuals. Moreover, if it is extended to individuals, it obviates the necessity of finding a definition for other less well-delineated social groupings.

Rothbard and Hartz point in their respective ways to valid theoretical objections to the concurrent majority, but there is a more serious objection which is the theme of Morton
Horwitz and, again, Louis Hartz. This objection is concerned with the use of mechanistic devices as a means of resolving social conflict. Horwitz, a most eloquent critic of the American preoccupation with reconciling conflict through impersonal rules and procedures, maintains that Calhoun shares with the Founding Fathers an undue faith "in the magical ability of institutions to solve all political problems, regardless of the makeup of society." The substance of this criticism—which is also a criticism of a well-established tradition in American political theory—is precisely that impersonal institutional mechanisms are unable to resolve fundamental social cleavages because, as Louis Hartz says, they "are only as strong as the sense of community that underlies them." The concurrent majority, according to this line of argument, can only work efficaciously if there is an underlying degree of social harmony to sustain it; alone, and unaided, it cannot substitute (except in a superficial sense) for a consensus of shared values which is a deeper cement than any fragile compromise which may be elicited from a complex mechanical device. Calhoun's mistake, which is also the mistake of the Founding Fathers, is that he relied on "institutional juggling" to achieve the spirit of community.

Now, these criticisms are important because not only do they sharpen the focus between two wholly different conceptions of the way in which society is held together, but each represents antithetical systems of thought in social theory. The first, and older, view is that society exists as a living, organic entity which is in the continual process of dynamic evolution. All the historical experiences of this organic
entity pass into the collective memory and acts as a social cement which binds the community more tightly together. While the shared experiences of a common history serve to enhance the uniqueness of its identity, other factors play an important part: the life of the community (rather than simply of the individuals who compose it) is emphasised at all times and great stress is placed on the public virtues of patriotism and service. Religious rites may frequently be enlisted in support of the collective action of the social organism, and in times of national crisis, especially wartime, this is particularly evident. But while shared experiences are important, so too are shared values and ideals; history may well be a significant factor in the shaping of a community's value-system, but without it, without a fundamental consensus on the values which the social organism aspires too, no society can hope to remain united for long.

Against this conception of the community, which was prevalent in medieval political theory, we may juxtapose the liberal notion of society and the state. Where the organic community emphasises the life of the collectivity, the liberal notion stresses the "atomistic" nature of society. The community, in this scheme, is essentially made up of individuals who have rationally created it for their own convenience and to serve their interests; according to this view, society has no separate collective existence beyond that of the individuals who comprise it, and it is held together by artificial mechanisms which are based on a sceptical appreciation of man's nature. "Possessive Individualism"—the phrase coined by C.B. Macpherson—captures precisely the purpose of the atomistically
constructed community: man is considered an avaricious and acquisitive animal, and society is deliberately created by him to make the fulfilment of his desires more easily achievable.

The criticism levelled at Calhoun by Hartz and Horwitz is essentially a criticism of the atomistic view of society. Mechanistic devices, they maintain, however complex and well-constructed, can never substitute for a genuine spirit of community which comes from shared experiences and values. The only fundamental consensus which is immediately apparent in the atomistic society is the agreement on the means of gratifying individual self-interest, that is, an agreement on the efficacy of artificial mechanisms. The irony, they maintain, is that atomism has been the fundamental characteristic of American political thought since the time of the founding of the republic, and that "the real tragedy of Calhoun's thought was that he was the only American thinker who had to pay the price for the illusion which he shared with those who went before him. He shared a superficial conception of politics as mere institutional juggling, while the triumph of a numerical majority through force exposed the glaring disparity between the profound sickness of the body politic and the sterility of his proposed remedy." To what extent is this a valid criticism of Calhoun's position?

In the first place, it is necessary to clarify the way in which Calhoun conceived society: did he hold to an organic or atomistic conception of society? Hartz and Horwitz believe that Calhoun was an atomist, certainly in so far as the theory of the concurrent majority is concerned. Yet, other scholars
have displayed a remarkable degree of confusion over this. Allen Guttman and Wilson Carey McWilliams both seem overly perplexed by this aspect of Calhoun's theory, for, as McWilliams has written, "Calhoun spoke of his theory of the 'concurrent majority' as an 'organic' theory, but the image of an 'organism' is curious indeed, being wholly mechanical." Similarly, Guttman claims that the concurrent majority is "manifestly mechanistic." Both Guttman and McWilliams have made too much of Calhoun's use of the word "organism" in this context, for it is clear from a close reading of the Disquisition that the concurrent majority cannot really be anything other than mechanistic. Indeed, Calhoun employs the term "organism" synonymously with the phrase "interior structure" of government, and this would tend to suggest that he had in mind a mechanistic, rather than an organic, analogy. Guttman and McWilliams have seized too readily on what is admittedly a terminological imprecision on Calhoun's part, though they are right to point out the misleading implications of his language.

If we grant that the theory of the concurrent majority necessarily reflects an atomistic view of society, two important points emerge from this. In the first place, it demonstrates the potency of the grip which liberal frames of reference held on Calhoun's thinking, and supports Hartz's contention that Calhoun was unable to transcend the Lockean formulae which dominated the whole of American political thought. If this is true, it offers striking support for the concept of the "Reactionary Enlightenment" because, as we have seen, the liberal scheme of government grew out of the political style of the
Enlightenment. The preoccupation with balancing mechanisms, moreover, was directly influenced by the Newtonian synthesis which was carried over into political theory by Locke and his later popularisers. Few political mechanisms exist, either in practice or in theory, which rival the complexity of the concurrent majority and this may be taken as an indication of the dominance of Enlightenment mechanics on Calhoun's thought.

The second point to emerge is this: if Calhoun's theory of the concurrent majority represents the "logical culmination of American thought on this topic", that is, on the topic of protective mechanisms, it is not at all clear that he did not recognise the potency of invisible social forces as a binding agent on the community. Even a cursory examination of his early congressional speeches (during the period when he was supposedly a staunch nationalist), reveal his awareness of the inadequacy of mechanistic devices in fostering a truly national spirit. It is an ironic fact that one of his major statements on this theme was made in a speech on the first Tariff Bill to be introduced before Congress in 1816. Speaking in support of the bill (a speech which in February 1833 he repudiated as some "hasty and unguarded remarks"), Calhoun maintained that the tariff was

"... calculated to bind together more closely our widely-spread republic. It will increase our mutual dependence and intercourse; and will, as a necessary consequence, excite an increased attention to internal improvements, a subject every way so intimately connected with the ultimate attainment of national strength and the protection of our political institutions. He [Calhoun] regarded the fact that it
would make the parts adhere more closely; that it would form a new and most powerful cement...." 56

Similarly, in February of the following year, speaking to the Internal Improvements Bill which he had largely created, Calhoun maintained that

"... much of our political happiness derives its origin from the extent of our republic.... Let it not, however, be forgotten; let it be forever kept in mind, that it exposes us to the greatest of all calamities—next to the loss of liberty—and even to that in its consequences—disunion. We are great, and rapidly—I was about to say fearfully growing. This is our pride and our danger; our weakness and our strength.... We are under the most imperious obligation to counteract every tendency to disunion. The strongest of all cements is, undoubtedly, the wisdom, justice, and above all, the moderation of this House.... Whatever impedes the intercourse of the extremes with this, the centre of the republic, weakens the Union. The more enlarged the sphere of commercial circulation—the more extended that of social intercourse—the more strongly are we bound together—the more inseparable are our destinies.... Let us then, bind the republic together with a perfect system of roads and canals. Let us conquer space." 57

This tone comes as a stark contrast to Calhoun's later career and to the language of the Disquisition, but it most definitely is not the tone of someone who is unmindful of the cohesive power of shared experiences and common purpose. But the point is that Calhoun's purpose at the two stages of his career are diametrically opposite; in 1816-17, he was attempting to build up the nation into united and tight-knit community and for that purpose the encouragement of social
intercourse was an obviously valid policy; at that stage of his career he was even prepared to admit that "In a country so extensive, and so various in its interests, what is necessary for the common good may apparently be opposed to the interest of particular sections. It must be submitted to as the condition of our greatness." By the 1830s and 1840s, however, Calhoun's purpose was to insist that the interests of one section be given special protection in the form of constitutional guarantees. Binding the nation together, in the 1840s, meant placing the interests of the South at the mercy of a northern, fanatical majority, and Calhoun was not prepared to compromise on that. The curious irony is that he fell back on the expedient of attempting to undo the measures and refute the arguments he had advocated at the outset of his career. He took refuge behind a strict construction of the Constitution, repudiated internal improvements, and even repudiated attempts by the federal government to prevent incendiary literature being sent through the United States mails (on the grounds that this would be admitting its competence to act in the matter). In short, as Louis Hartz has said, he attempted to shatter the American community and then to restore it by purely mechanical and impersonal means.

What, then, are we to make of the concurrent majority? The criticisms of Hartz and Horwitz are certainly valid ones, but, as they concede, the same criticisms apply to the work of the Founding Fathers. The tragedy in Calhoun's case is that he was "trying to solve by legal means the only problem in American history that has shattered completely the framework of our legal institutions." The important point to grasp is
that the ethos of the Enlightenment permeated Calhoun's thinking on the subject. He began from the premise that social harmony was attainable through institutional tinkering, even in the face of deep ideological conflict. It was not really until the last few weeks of his life that he was able to admit to himself and his son-in-law, Thomas G. Clemson, that "it is difficult to see how two peoples so different and hostile can exist together in one common Union."61
Conclusion

In this dissertation, I have attempted to examine aspects of Calhoun's *Disquisition on Government* in the light of Louis Hartz's suggestion that antebellum Southern thought is best characterised by the paradoxical category, the "Reactionary Enlightenment". In certain key areas, we have concluded, Calhoun's style of discourse appears to derive its inspiration more from the thought-patterns of the eighteenth century Enlightenment than from the usual and recognisable categories of western reaction. This is certainly true of what we might call his intellectual apparatus; his philosophical method, for example, is cast in an unmistakably empirical mould and his religious thinking owes more to the cerebral deism of the Enlightenment than it does to the fiery evangelicalism of his own section. But at the same time, we have seen that Calhoun was reluctant to embrace all the intellectual conventions of Enlightenment political theory, and this is most evident in his complete rejection of the logical apparatus of the social contract and Natural Rights philosophy. Indeed, it is in the utter repudiation of Natural Rights that we find the clue to Calhoun's reactionary purpose, for without appearing to defend the institution of slavery outright, Calhoun is impelled to include in the *Disquisition* no proposition which might be construed as being incompatible
with a justification of it. Moreover, in dispensing with
the apparatus of Natural Rights philosophy, Calhoun is left
without a coherent teleological explanation of the purposes
of government and society, and this he has to supply by sub-
stituting the ill-defined notion of "progress" for the well-
known "life, liberty and property" of Lockean theory. In the
process of making this substitution, Calhoun acknowledges
that the rights of individuals cannot be abstracted from the
social context they inhabit, and he thus repudiates the
individualism on which the foundations of American social
theory rest. By making the community in its collective cap-
acity the final arbiter of the rights of its individual
citizens, Calhoun appears to be advocating a communitarianism
which is alien to the American tradition. But immediately he
does this, he nullifies its effect by reimposing on society's
institutions a complex checking and balancing mechanism which
gives his theory a contradictory twist: for having apparently
abandoned the liberal purposes of government (that is, the
protection of Natural Rights), he then seeks to reintroduce
checks on government which no longer have any basis in logic.
This is the peculiarly paradoxical character of Calhoun's polit-
ical thought, and it may be traced directly back to mental
domination of Lockeanism in America.

Throughout this study, I have laboured the point that
the "Reactionary Enlightenment" is a paradoxical category, but,
of course, like most paradoxes, its component parts are not
logically exclusive. It is not a necessary inference, for
example, that Enlightenment thinkers should be fundamentally
at odds with those whose values may be termed reactionary,
and this becomes obvious when we consider the intellectual connections established between the philosophes and the autocratic princes of Europe. But if there is no substantive reason to think that the two elements are incompatible, there is certainly a temperamental one. Temperamentally, the Enlightenment connoted not simply a distinctive method, but also a system of values; empirical information was only useful insofar as it could be put to practical use in the improvement of existing conditions and institutions. This is precisely why the theory of progress was uniquely special to the Enlightenment: it was the systematic expression of the philosophes' deepest hopes and their reforming zeal. The point is that temperamentally, the Enlightenment refused to concede that improvements in the collection and assimilation of new knowledge could lead to anything other than change for the better in all spheres of man's existence. Allied to their liberal, humane and decent values, it added up to a restless demand for, and anticipation of, progressive change.

Viewed in this light, it becomes difficult to reconcile the Enlightenment temperamental with the reactionary one because the latter connoted not simply the absence of change, but the systematic opposition to it; if the reactionary allowed any change at all, it was only in an attempt to "recreate in the future an ideal which he assumes to have existed in the past." So, where the Enlightenment temperamental insistently demanded change in an effort to improve existing conditions, the reactionary one was fundamentally satisfied with the status quo, and would only countenance change if it attempted to restore a past Golden Age. One begins now to see how the "Reactionary Enlight-
enment acquires its paradoxical quality. But if it is to be valuable as an explanatory concept in the history of American ideas, how is it to be understood? From what has been said in preceding chapters, there is, I think, only one way in which the apparently irreconcilable ideas can be combined to produce a useful paradigm of Calhoun's thought and that is by maintaining that the style of the Enlightenment is employed in an effort to defend values which are reactionary. And in a curious way, this actually puts things right in terms of categorical logic because the liberal and humane values which the Enlightenment derived from its preconceptions never really matched the its supposedly value-free empiricist style. This is certainly evident from Calhoun's reinterpretation of Natural Law, for his empirical method gave it a touch of philosophical realism which was absent from the philosophes' idealised conception.

But if the category of reaction implies the systematic opposition to change, how are we to view Calhoun's theory of the concurrent majority which ushers in a massive change in constitutional mechanics? Actually, it is not difficult to reconcile because Calhoun, like all rational reactionaries, calculates that some measure of change is needed to restore the Constitution to its original status. The point was that the maintenance of the status quo was daily placing the South in a precarious relation to the rest of the Union, and that if she were to be protected at all, some change was essential. Calhoun always maintained that the concurrent majority, and state interposition before it, was designed as a "preservative" to keep the Union in being, but at the same time to "turn back the government to where it commenced its operation."
Perhaps the most important point to grasp in all this is the one which Louis Hartz himself makes, and that is the remarkable pervasiveness of the Lockean ideal in America and the powerful grip it has on its patterns of thought. Not even the most cataclysmic threat to her social institutions could induce Southern thinkers to emancipate themselves from the intellectual sway of Locke. The few who attempted to do so, like Fitzhugh, were forced to utilise a form of discourse which even in nineteenth century Europe was considered medieval. Even Calhoun, who more than most of his Southern contemporaries lived in the intellectual atmosphere of the liberal Enlightenment, was sometimes caught in the trap: in May 1847, he found himself having to refute the patriarchal philosophy of Sir Robert Filmer—but who in Europe or America (outside the South) was even reading Filmer in the 1840s? This was the kind of absurdity that Southern thinkers were thrown into by their attempts to evolve a justification of slavery, though it is difficult to see what else they could have done, for where could the logical defence of slavery rest except on paternalistic, pre-liberal, anti-bourgeois foundations which directly contradicted the creed and the experience of the early United States?
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